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Abstract
Hybridization is a process by which detector arrays and read out circuitry can be independently
fabricated and then bonded together, typically using indium bumps. This technique allows
for the use of exotic detector materials such as HgCdTe for the desired spectral response
while benefiting from established and proven silicon CMOS readout structures. However, the
introduction of an intermediate layer composed of conductors (indium) and insulators (epoxy)
results in a capacitive interconnect between adjacent pixels.
This interpixel capacitance (IPC) results in charge collected on one pixel, giving rise to a
change in voltage on the output node of adjacent pixels. In imaging arrays, this capacitance
manifests itself as a blur, attenuating high spatial frequency information and causing single
pixel events to be spread over a local neighborhood. Due to the nature of the electric fields
in proximity to the depletion region of the diodes in the detector array, the magnitude of this
capacitance changes as the diode depletes. This change in capacitance manifests itself as a
change in fractional coupling. This results in a blur kernel that is non-homogeneous both
spatially across the array and temporally from exposure to exposure, varying as a function
of charge collected in each pixel. This signal dependent behavior invalidates underlying assumptions key for conventional deconvolution/deblurring techniques such as Weiner filtering
or Lucy-Richardson deconvolution. As such, these techniques cannot be relied upon to restore
scientific accuracy and appropriately solve this inverse problem.
This dissertation uses first principle physics simulations to elucidate the mechanisms of
IPC, establishes a data processing technique which allows for characterization of IPC, formalizes and implements a nonlinear deconvolution method by which the effects of IPC can
be mitigated, and examines the impact that IPC can have on scientific conclusions if left
uncorrected.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
It is the goal for imaging devices used in science to reflect the scene they are examining as
accurately as possible. It is disadvantageous for a device to appreciably alter the incoming
signal. When signal incident on a single pixel is detected in another pixel, it is referred to as
cross-talk. Interpixel capacitance (IPC) is one mechanism for cross-talk caused by electric field
coupling from pixel to pixel. This cross-talk results in a blur which can degrade the modulation
transfer function (MTF) and point spread function (PSF) [5] of the imaging system. This
blurring corresponds to a loss of high spatial frequency information which can beget inaccurate
scientific conclusions. The peak intensity of extended objects is diminished and their spatial
extent is overestimated. In the context of imaging for astronomy, this can make faint objects
unresolvable and introduce systematic error resulting giving rise to erroneous astrometric and
photometric conclusions.

1.1

Necessary Math and Physics

Prior to a discussion of the topic at hand, the underlying principles must be examined and
a definition of physical terms as they will be used here must be given, beginning with IPC.
IPC is a capacitance. In conventional electrostatics, it is defined in terms of electric charge
(Q or q) and electrostatic potential or voltage (Φ or V ). Though strictly speaking voltage is
the differential measurement of electrostatic potential, in this thesis the terms will be used
Chapter 1. Introduction
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interchangeably beyond this introduction. Charge is the attribute of matter responsible for
electric forces as given by Coulomb’s Law F~ =

q1 q2
r̂ [6].
r2 12

This force gives rise to a particular

~ The electric field is a spatial mapping of the force
force field known as the electric field E.
that will be experienced by a unit test charge present at that location. It is defined in this
~
way for a point charge (q) as E(r)
= q rr̂2 or generally in terms of the electrostatic force on a
~ It will only be mentioned here rather than proven that
second point charge (q 0 ) by F~ = q 0 E.
the electric field possesses zero curl and is therefore a conservative field and can be represented
~ x) = −∇Φ(~
~ x). This scalar function is the electrostatic
as the gradient of a scalar function E(~
potential, also occasionally referred to as the scalar potential or the scalar field.

There are two additional terms on which this discussion of IPC hinges, conductor and
insulator. Though nothing in physics is true without a proper scope these terms will be
defined in an intuitive way. An insulator is a material defined by its ability to support the
presence of electric fields and a conductor defined by its inability under static-equilibrium[6].
To enforce this constraint, any charge present in a conductor is rapidly moved to a surface state
or described by a steady state local current density. The mobalization of these internal charges
is the domain of diffusion and certainly significant to the operation of imaging arrays but need
not be considered for IPC. Rather, it is the density and distribution of these surface charges
and any incident fields coupled with the geometric configuration and material properties of
the conductor that is responsible for establishing the electrostatic potential of the conductor.
Capacitance is defined as the relation between the charge on a conductor and the voltage
Pn
of the conductor C = Q
l=1 ckl Φl . This
Φ or in a general system of n-conductors, Qk =
formulation makes explicit the existence of ’self-capacitance’, the relationship between charge
on one conductor and its own electrostatic potential while also possessing a powerful corollary
ckl = clk known as Green’s reciprocation theorem, a general proof of which is not a trivial
exercise and will not be presented here but can be found in J. Jeans’ The Mathematical
Theory of Electricity and Magnetism, section 185. The work in this text is based on the
complete rigirous treatment of electrodynamics presented in three works: Hans C. Ohanian’s
Classical Electrodynamics [6], Melvin Schwartz’s Principles of Electrodynamics[7], and the
2
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1.2. Hybridized Focal Plane Arrays
classic David J. Griffiths’s Introduction to Electrodynamics[8].

1.2

Hybridized Focal Plane Arrays

Hybridized imaging arrays are composed of three distinct layers: a photoactive diode array,
indium bump bonds supported by an epoxy, and the silicon read out circuitry[3][9] as mocked
up in figure 1.1. The purpose of this type of imaging device is to exploit the benefits of
conventional read out electronics while allowing for exotic detector materials. This work is
primarily concerned with the II-VI type semi-conductor of HgCdTe, sometimes referred to
as MCT, as a detector material, though the techniques are general for hybridized arrays.
HgCdTe has the property that its band gap is tunable based on composition; it can scale from
CdTe with a bandgap energy of 1.49eV at 300K to HgTe with a bandgap energy of -0.14eV at
300K[3]. Practically an alloy ratio of between Hg0.8 Cd0.2 Te with a cutoff wavelength of 14µm
to pure CdTe with a cutoff of 1µm is used[3]. The typical design for the photoactive layer is
that of an n-type bulk with arsenic doped p-type implants to build the diode[9] though p-on-n
was the original HgCdTe structure and is still produced for some applications[3]. The surface
typically uses a CdZnTe substrate with ZnS, CdTe, CdZnTe, or heterojunction passivation
and a small gold pad for the indium to use as a contact point during hybridization[3]. The
HgCdTe is grown through molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)[9] or liquid phase epitaxy (LPE)
[3] on top of the CdZnTe. CdZnTe has the advantage of better lattice matching than other
possible substrates but exhibits radiation induced florescence[3]. For space based applications
this florescence would limit sensitivity and therefore the substrate is most often removed. As
a general rule the thinned, substrate removed HgCdTe layer tends to maintain a thickness on
the order of the cutoff wavelength[9]. The pixel pitch is selected to match the readout circuitry
and application, typically between 10µm and 30µm.
For a PN junction, the geometric properties change as a result of applied voltage and
collected charge. A junction is composed of three regions; a conductive n-type region, a
conductive p-type region, and the insulating interface of the depletion region[2]. To operate
these hybridized detectors, the diode is operated in photovoltaic mode. The diode is initialized
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Figure 1.1: Cross section illustrating structure of a hybridized HgCdTe array. Visible are the
photodiode array, the passivation layer, the hybridization layer, and the read out circuitry.
Not to scale.

with a reverse bias to augment the intrinsic voltage and stretch the original depletion region
and then set to float. At low temperatures the thermal diffusion current is low. As a result, the
primary mechanism for discharging the diode is through photo-generated charge carriers[3].
Charge carriers are generated in the bulk and make their way to the depletion region where they
are collected, serving to discharge the diode. This charge reduces the potential difference across
the diode and simultaneously shrinks the depletion region. The diode reaches its saturation
point when potential difference across the diode has been reduced back to the built-in voltage
of the zero bias state. A state of discharge between the reset and the built in potential
corresponds to a particular amount of charge collection and equivalently, a particular amount
of photons absorbed as illustrated in figure 1.2. This relationship is by nature non-linear with
a junction capacitance governed by:
s
Cj = A

qe ε
NA ND
2(V0 + V ) NA + ND

(1.2.1)

With Cj being the capacitance across the junction, qe being the fundamental charge, V0 ,
the built in potential, V being the signal dependent reverse bias, ε the dielectric constant, and
NA and ND being the concentrations of acceptors and donors respectively[2]. In this way it is
4
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(a) Reset

(b) Exposed

Figure 1.2: Approximate voltage cut through of a pixel (a) prior to charge collection and (b)
after an exposure ready for readout. The signal collected is proportional to ∆V .

no longer quite correct to use C =
with C =

Q
V

instead it is more appropriate to define it differentially

dQ
dV .

The read out integrated circuit (ROIC) is a set of support electronics designed to operate
the photodiode array. It contains a mechanism for converting the collected charge into a voltage
for digitization as well as switching mechanisms to reset the pixel state. Mechanisms that can
be used include a source follower circuit, a capacitive transimpedence amplifier (CTIA) or
a direct injection circuit[9]. Source follower is the typical design and the one that will be
assumed in the devices for the rest of this thesis. They tend to have lower full wells than
the alternatives, but lower noise and lower power consumption. Direct injection is limited by
incredibly high kTC noise. CTIA is limited by high power consumption and greater circuit
complexity. This makes CTIA a poor candidate for small pixels. CTIA however keeps the
photodiode at a constant reverse bias, a design goal built to improve linearity by maintaining
V in equation 1.2.1. This facet of CTIA ROICs, for reasons that will be made clear later on
in this thesis, also gives a significant advantage over source follower circuits in the context
of IPC. The non-linearity of IPC discussed here is not a feature of array which use a CTIA
readout structure.
Chapter 1. Introduction
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Figure 1.3: (top) Flat field with a level of 5000 e− on a line array of 10000 pixels. (mid) Shot
noise applied to the preceding flat field. (bot) Pixel value after IPC coupling of 0.05 to nearest
neighbors. Measured variance has been reduced by 18% from 5053 to 4135.

1.3

A Brief History

Interpixel capacitance was first observed in test structure detectors designed by Lawrence
Berkeley National Lab for CERN labs ATLAS arrays. These arrays consisted of very large
pixels which were packed closely together (536µm by 50 µm pixel pitch).[10] It was posited
that the coupling that was observed was due exclusively to the coupling between the metallic
read-out elements. The large area of overlap and relatively short distances between elements
resulted in the metal conductors acting a parallel plate capacitor which are typically governed
by Cpp =

εA
d [6].

Using electrostatic simulations, they were able to determine that this type of

characterization resulted in an underestimate of the observed coupling; capacitance between
conductors was only a portion of the observed capacitance[10].
In more conventional imaging arrays, interpixel capacitance has become more significant
in recent years for a few fundamental reasons. First, detector modalities have been evolving:
hybridized detectors exhibit this effect readily as there exists a layer in the imaging array that
supports electric field. Second, pixel pitches continue to shrink[11][12]. In pursuit of higher
resolution, more and more pixels are packed into a smaller and smaller area. This results
in a decreasing separation between pixels driving up IPC and its consequent coupling. The
6
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Figure 1.4: Sample circuit diagram showing a three by three array with (left) no IPC coupling
and (right) IPC introduced between nearest neighbors. Note that the diode direction here
corresponds to an N on P type diode array.

first observation of IPC in these more conventional imaging arrays was due to the impact it
has on noise. The effect of IPC on an image to zeroth order is mathematically equivalent
to convolution by a blur kernel. This blurring serves to force a correlation on otherwise
uncorrelated noise and in turn, reduce the magnitude of the noise [13] as illustrated in figure
1.3. Using the photon transfer curve to establish the conversion gain of a system assumes that
the primary noise source is Possonian[14], an assumption this correlation invalidates. IPC
reduces the variance of a flat field causing a systematic reduction in the slope of the photon
transfer curve’s plot of variance as a function of mean signal level. This decreased slope results
in an overestimation of conversion gain. An inaccurate conversion gain propagates through
characterization of additional detector parameters and gives rise to an overestimate of quantum
efficiency[15][14].
Simultaneously, IPC also serves to reduce the measured gain when using attempting to
use fixed source measurements (e.g. Fe-55 decay) for gain calibration by attenuating the
measured signal[15]. In order to mitigate this particular impact of IPC, a more complicated
direct capacitive comparison technique is required to measure the nodal capacitance and gain
of these sensors[4].
Andrew Moore observed IPC in hybridized silicon PIN arrays due to this overestimation
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of conversion gain[15][5] as well as an inexplicable change in the point spread and edge spread
functions of his camera system[13][5]. Measurements were not corresponding to a degradation
that could be attributed to either optics, diffusion, or any other intra-pixel response. He established coupling coefficients, α, which indicates the fraction of signal spread from the central
pixel to each of its neighbors. This fraction was measured by examining the autocorrelation of
flat fields. In the absence of IPC after the removal of fixed pattern noise, it was expected that
all remaining noise sources would be uncorrelated. Instead an autocorrelation on the order
of 1% to nearest neighbor was found[5]. It was then postulated that this correlation was due
to a capacitive leak between neighboring pixels as illustrated by circuits in figure 1.4. In hybridized arrays, the location of this coupling would be different depending on the array design.
In arrays with a depleted bulk, where the full detector thickness is acting as the depletion
region, fields are permitted within the semi-conductor layer between adjacent nodes as well as
in the hybridization layer[16][15]. However, this design also typically has a field control grid
introduced between the indium bumps to minimize coupling that can occur in that region[15].
In arrays which operate with an undepleted bulk, such as the HgCdTe photodiode arrays mentioned earlier, the fields cannot penetrate directly from diode to diode, as within this layer,
only the depletion region supports the presence of electric fields. Therefore the electric fields
responsible for IPC coupling must all pass through the bump bond layer. These arrays tend
not to have field control grids present, permitting coupling in this region. Additionally, it
was supposed that the electric fields from the depletion region continue out into the epoxy
layer[15]. These fringing fields are then also able to contribute to the final coupling between
adjacent pixels, into the neighboring indium and directly into the neighboring diode.

When IPC is taken as a static coupling defined by a constant coupling coefficient, the
problem of correction is exactly that of deconvolution. Deconvolution techniques using inverse
filters have been established and assessed over the last half century[17]. Techniques such as
Wiener deconvolution[33], Wiener-Helstrom filtering[33], or Lucy-Richardson deconvolution[18][34]
have been proposed for application to correct IPC[19]. However, as will be discussed in detail
in chapter 5, these techniques cannot adapt to the presence of anything but a static scalar
8
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coupling coefficient.
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Chapter 2

Theory for Numerical Techniques
The process of better understanding IPC in hybridized arrays begins with a thorough numerical
analysis from both the signal processing side as informed by blur kernels and convolutions as
well as from the physics side using first principles. These disparate perspectives are unified by
the coupling coefficient (α) through mathematical circuit analysis.

2.1

Signal Processing and the Coupling Coefficient

IPC results in a coupling where a fraction of signal incident on one pixel is readout in a
neighboring pixel. It is distinguished from diffusive coupling by its mechanisms. For diffusive
cross talk, photons incident on one collection region, generate charge carriers within that
collection region, that then wander before finally being collected and stored in a different
collection region. In the case of IPC cross talk, the photons incident on one collection region
generate carriers within that collection region that are then stored in that same collection
region. The charge carriers themselves do not move to the wrong location[15][20][16]. Instead
the electric fields generated by these charge carriers permeate through the materials of the
imaging device and influence the electrostatic state of nearby pixels and electronics. The
charge never exits one pixel but interacts with neighboring pixels in a way that changes the
read-out state.
This is the situation of a blur and if we only take the constant nearest neighbor coupling
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can be modeled mathematically as convolution by a blur kernel K(m, n)[15]:




α
0 
 0



K(m, n) = 
 α 1 − 4α α 


0
α
0

(2.1.1)

in such a way that for an array with a signal distribution S(i, j) would give the output O(i, j):

O(i, j) = S(i, j) ∗ K(m, n)

(2.1.2)

where α is the fraction of signal generated in one pixel which appears on a neighboring pixel.
We will break this assumption later on but it is useful for establishing intuition on IPC
coupling.

2.2

Physics and First Principles

In order to verify the proposed interaction mechanism for IPC, a set of first principle models
were built. Lumerical DEVICE[21] software was used to perform this evaluation by simulating
the generation, movement, and interaction of charge carriers in the detector configuration.
The results of these simulations will be discussed in chapter 3 but the methodology will be
outlined here. The governing set of equations here are Poisson’s equation[6] and the drift
diffusion continuity equations[2][22]:
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∇ 2 Φ = −4πρ

(2.2.3)

Jn
= −Dn∇ n − nµnE
−q

(2.2.4)

Jp
= −Dp∇ p + pµpE
q

(2.2.5)
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∇J n
∂n
−∇J
=
+R
∂t
−q

(2.2.6)

∇J p
−∇J
∂p
=
+R
∂t
q

(2.2.7)

E ),
These equations taken in tandem allow for simultaneous solutions of electric fields(E
J p , J n ) by Newton’s method. This
and charge carrier locations(p, n) and velocities/currents(J
formalism is referred to as the Van Roosbroeck model[22][23] and establishes metal contacts
as charge sources and sinks as well as thermal and material mobility defined recombination
terms R.
The end point of this calculation represents the steady state after electrostatic equilibrium
is reached. Importantly these simulations allow the state of directly measured integrated
charge on a photodiode to be tied directly to a potential difference set across the diode. It
is the configuration tied to this backwards operation that is used as the basis for this physics
model.
A potential difference is initialized across the diode. This potential corresponds to that
which would have been generated by signal on the detector (i.e. some level of discharge).
This initial potential sets up electric fields which induce a change in the charge distribution,
shortening the diode and leaving it with some integrated charge difference from the integrated
charge after the reset voltage is applied. The neighboring diode is initialized to a reset state
and floated, allowing for the voltage to change in response to external fields. In this way the
voltage on the central diode is changed, which is equivalent to a change in integrated charge
in the central pixel, which in turn changes the electric fields permeating out from the diode
and indium, altering the voltage of the neighboring indium. The interpixel capacitance can
be calculated from this charge-voltage relationship.

CIP C =

dQ
∆Q
Qi − Qi−1
≈
=
dV
∆V
Vi − Vi−1

(2.2.8)

Through an appeal to Green’s reciprocation theorem as stated in section 1.1 and the geoChapter 2. Theory for Numerical Techniques
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metric symmetry of this circumstance this is identical to the relationship when instead using
the voltage set on the central pixel and the change in integrated charge distribution on the
neighboring pixel. This method reduces the number of measurements required and decreases
the required storage for these simulations.
This method was built to be analogous to the single pixel reset (SPR) method that is used
to measure IPC crosstalk. SPR goes one step further and makes direct voltage measurements
on both pixels giving more direct access to α but only oblique access to CIP C [24][4].

2.3

Circuits and Unification

Examining figure 1.4 lends itself to a method for connecting the coupling coefficient to the
underlying physical capacitances. If we were to place an impulse voltage on the pixel, the ratio
between this impulse response, and the output voltage measured at a neighboring pixel can
be taken as α. It is worth noting that though this definition is typically given in the voltage
domain, an equivalent, perhaps more fundamental, definition could be given in the charge
domain that would need to take into account the non-linear capacitance of the photodiode.
This change would alter the particular values of α that would have a charge dependence but
that non-linearity would only be acting in the initial conversion from charge to voltage. The
voltage domain would then follow this form exactly. Taking Vin as the impulse voltage and
V1 as the output one node away we can derive the following by again appealing to Green’s
reciprocation theorem as stated in section 1.1.

α=

CIP C
V1
=
Vin
4CIP C + Cnode

(2.3.9)

It is worth noting that there exists an equivalent statement in the charge domain that
also requires consideration of the junction capacitance. However using the statement of the
coupling kernel from equation 2.1.1 the domain is already fixed. The mathematics of putting
both in the charge domain instead has little impact and will be mentioned later in chapter
5 when discussing correction for the purpose of underscoring its insignificance. As a quick
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spoiler, the lesson learned is that the choice of domain doesn’t matter but that the choice of
domain once selected needs to be consistent.
This allows for conversion back and forth from the physical domain of CIP C to the signal
domain of α by taking a value for Cnode . A nodal capacitance has been measured for this type
of array of 33.5f F in the past by using a direct capacitive comparison method [4]. It is this
value that will be used to convert back and forth between CIP C and α in the work to come.
This Cnode value is a feature of the particular transistor parameters of the read out integrated
circuit and serves to establish limits on read noise (with increasing kT C noise with increasing
Cnode ) and sensitivity (with decreasing change in output voltage for change in input charge
with increasing Cnode ). As such, it does not vary significantly from sensor to sensor but quoted
values for this type of sensor do range from around 28f F to 35f F with 33.5f F being typical,
and the most often quoted[4]

2.4

Chapter Conclusions

With rigorous mathematical and physical grounding, the framework within which IPC will be
studied in future chapters is made clear. The connection between the base physics of IPC as a
capacitance and the impact of this capacitance on collected data as a coupling coefficient, α is
established. The work contained in this chapter was published as a portion of a peer reviewed
article in SPIE’s journal of Optical Engineering [29]. This framework was also presented at
SPIE’s Astronomical Telescopes + Instrumentation 2016 in Edinburgh, Scotland and can be
found in the accompanying conference proceedings [25].
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Chapter 3

Simulation
Using the process and Lumerical DEVICE[21] software outlined in chapter 2, three dimensional
simulations of a 3 by 3 pixel grid were performed to explore how IPC and α are impacted by
environmental and scene parameters. Key parameters explored were signal level, established
by reset voltage on the central pixel; background level, established by reset voltage on the
neighboring pixels; temperature; epoxy presence compared to a void, established by dielectric
of the region between indium bonds; and bump bond proximity, set by scaling the diameter.
The base parameters used for these simulations are outlined in the table below unless expressly
stated otherwise (e.g. when exploring temperature dependence 77K was not held constant).
The coupling coefficients presented here were compared to those measured using cosmic
ray events (CREs) in a structurally similar detector using data collected and presented by
Linpeng Cheng in his thesis [1]. Cosmic rays are high-energy particles primarily composed of
protons with some heavier ions. These primary cosmic rays interact with atoms in the upper
atmosphere and generate a cascade of secondary particles composed largely of pions and kaons.
By the time these cascades reach the bottom of the atmosphere they are composed almost
exclusively of relativistic muons and neutrinos produced by secondary meson decay[26]. These
muons generate electron-hole pairs through impact ionization in number proportional to the
energy of the incident particle. CREs often induce single pixel events in the detector array
which could then be filtered from hot pixels and used to estimate α through the following
Chapter 3. Simulation
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Table 3.1: Parameters used for simulations. They are sourced from available resources [2][3]
and correspondences containing anecdotes and approximations (e.g. the indium bump takes
up about 13 of the pixel area).
Parameter

Value

Pixel pitch

18 µm

Implant width

13.5 µm

Implant depth

2 µm

Implant carrier concentration

1018 cm−3

Bulk thickness

8 µm

Bulk carrier concentration

1015 cm−3

Indium bump thickness

5 µm

Indium bump diameter

11 µm

Epoxy relative dielectric

4.4

Temperature

77K

Reverse bias

0.263V

Voltage range

0 to 0.263V

method:
P3

α=

i=0 Si
P
4Scenter − 3i=0 Si

(3.0.1)

This technique however does not provide unambiguous determination of IPC. Because it hinges
on generated charge carriers, the cross-talk also includes diffusive elements. It is therefore
anticipated that CRE measurements would yield only an upper bound on α.

3.1
3.1.1

Simulation Results
Signal Dependence

As a function of signal strength, all other factors being equal, the coupling strength is observed
to decrease with increasing signal level as shown in figure 3.1. This indicates that across an
image, a bright pixel will couple less to its neighbors than a dim pixel as a fraction of signal
18
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Figure 3.1: α as a function of signal strength as a fraction of saturation comparing CREs to
simulations.

generated. The average rate of change in the simulated data indicates a dependence:
%coupling
dα
≈ −0.0104
dS
%saturation

(3.1.2)

corresponding to α ≈ 2.2% at low signals dropping to α ≈ 1.2% near saturation. Furthermore
it is clear that the decrease in coupling is not uniform; both the coupling and the rate of
change of coupling are decreasing with increasing signal.
In comparison to CRE data, the simulated data from the model array is an underestimate
of both peak and minimum coupling with a central region where the coupling appears overestimated. Though the magnitude of the coupling is similar and the coarse trends are similar
the data do not line up precisely. There are a few likely explanations for this discrepancy.
First, as was mentioned earlier, the CRE data are not a representation of IPC exclusively
but also include diffusive cross-talk as well as including significant noise both through a small
number of samples and intrinsic to the actual data collection. Second, the physical parameters
and geometry used for simulation is not identical to the physical arrays. The true geometry
and doping profiles of the arrays are proprietary information. These parameters outlined in
table 3.1 are plausible approximations and of reasonable similarity to the physical detector,
but are unlikely to be an exact representation. Lastly the fraction of saturation levels are not
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Figure 3.2: Coupling coefficient as a function of relative saturation in the charge domain
comparing CREs to simulated capacitances from pixels.
in the same domain. This hearkens back to cautionary statements about domain selection
made in chapter 2. When performing an approximate conversion on the simulated data into
the charge domain we receive data as presented in figure 3.2. This more clearly illustrates the
similar form and underestimate of the coupling coefficient from the simulated data compared
to CREs.
An important facet of observing the coupling in both domains is to underscore that regardless of the domain selection, the coupling is not constant or even linear across the full
range. Non-linearity of coupling cannot be attributed to the linearity correction of the arrays.

3.1.2

Epoxy

An epoxy under-fill is added to mechanically and thermally stabilize the hybridization. The
epoxy fills the gap between the indium bumps which changes the dielectric constant of this
region. In the event that the coupling were due to parallel plate capacitance it would enhance
the IPC linearly by [6]:

CIP Cdielectric = εr CIP Cvacuum

(3.1.3)

Using this modulation to equation 2.3.9 this change would modify the coupling coefficient
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Figure 3.3: Coupling coefficient as a function of signal strength in the presence or absence of
epoxy. Also included is the coupling predicted from the epoxy absent case if equation 3.1.4
held true.

non-linearly by:

αvacuum =

εr CIP Cvacuum
CIP Cvacuum
CIP Cvacuum
→ αdielectric =
=
4CIP Cvacuum + Cnode
4εr CIP Cvacuum + Cnode
4CIP Cvacuum + Cnode
εr
(3.1.4)

If relation 3.1.3 holds for CIP C then the coupling coefficient is effectively changed as if the
nodal capacitance were decreased by a factor of the relative dielectric constant.
Utilizing an epoxy with a relative dielectric constant εr = 4.4 as is typical [3] [27] it is
found from the simulations that the coupling increases though not by the amount predicted
by equation 3.1.4 as presented in figure 3.3. This indicates that the coupling is not exclusively
occurring between adjacent indium bumps as had earlier been postulated[10]. Earlier work
that observed this discrepancy has supposed that it may be caused by coupling that occurs
within the ROIC as the depleted detector is free from electric fields[27]. Since the ROICs were
not an element of this simulation it can be inferred that this discrepancy is not exclusively due
to coupling in the ROIC. Mentioned here and explored in the following section is that –aside
from any coupling in the ROIC– coupling occurs via the electric fields which fringe out from
the depletion region into the hybridization region.
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In comparing simulation results where the relative under-fill dielectric was switched from
1 to 4.4. The resulting coupling coefficient increased by an average factor of 1.87 when the
epoxy was present. This is substantially smaller than the 3.95 times increase that would be
expected if equation 3.1.3 held true. Without the presence of the ROIC in these simulations,
the difference between parallel cylinder coupling and the simulation results cannot explained
by an additive term within the ROIC.
A likely explanation for this discrepancy even though all coupling fields must pass through
the epoxy is that the fields fringing from the depletion region into the epoxy are not always
perpendicular to the boundary between regions. Solving Poisson’s equation in the presence of
bound charge, the following relationships fall out for boundary regions:

E1k = E2k

(3.1.5)

ε1 E1⊥ = ε2 E2⊥

(3.1.6)

The displacement field is continuous perpendicular to the boundary while the electric field
is continuous parallel to the boundary[6]. When fields are at an oblique angle, only a fraction
of the fringing fields from the depletion region are amplified by the change of dielectric constant
of the epoxy. Fields exiting a conductor are necessarily perpendicular to the interface between
materials; this is a constraint which stems from requiring zero magnitude internal electric fields
while enforcing a conservative total electric field. Boundaries between insulating materials are
not subject to this constraint.

3.1.3

Temperature

The governing equations 2.2.4 - 2.2.7 contain temperature dependence through their diffusivity and mobility terms which impact recombination rates, mean free paths, resistivity, and
permittivity of the materials. Resistivity of the bulk drops at lower temperatures resulting
in a greater mobilization of charge for an equivalent change in electric field. This is in opposition to the increasing permittivity of the bulk material with increasing temperature. The
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Figure 3.4: Coupling coefficient as a function of temperature. Curves extracted from fixed
fraction of saturation.

observed result from both CREs and simulations of this composite temperature dependence
is a decreasing coupling with increasing temperature as presented in figure 3.4. The average
slope of these curves indicates:

%
dα
≈= −0.0021
dT
K

(3.1.7)

Compared to a changing signal level this effect is negligibly small. For example, the
NIRcam device for the JWST will have temperature fluctuations during operation of ≤ 0.1K
[28]. This would result in a change in coupling on the order of

2
10000 %.

Compared to a

change on the order of 1% from changing the brightness of the scene. To reach this magnitude
temperature would need to fluctuate by hundreds of K. Even taking the whole flight system
from the 40K operating temperature[28] and submerging it in boiling water according to this
trend would only increase the coupling coefficient by 0.7%, though it can be anticipated that
there may be a few other consequences from the boiling that would dominate. For anything
resembling normal operation, temperature dependence can be safely ignored.
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Figure 3.5: Coupling coefficient as a function of relative signal and background level.

3.1.4

Background intensity

As a function of the ratio between signal and background level, all other factors being equal,
the coupling strength is observed to increase. Taken in tandem with the dependence on signal
strength results in both a higher coupling with higher relative background to signal as well
as a higher spread in coupling as presented in figure 3.5. This is not a strictly functional
relationship and gives a significant spread due to the plurality of signal levels that can yield
the same ratio. By approximating linear envelopes over and under this data, the following
relationships are obtained from the simulationed pixels as described in table 3.1 and CRE
measurements:


αupper

measured [%]

= 5.5597


αlower

measured [%]

= 2.4592


αupper

simulated [%]

= 4.2134


αlower

simulated [%]

= 2.3031

BG
Sig



BG
Sig



BG
Sig



BG
Sig



+ 1.675,

(3.1.8)

+ 1.310,

(3.1.9)

+ 1.750,

(3.1.10)

+ 1.289.

(3.1.11)

This behavior indicates that both the absolute signal level and the relative signal and
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background levels can impact coupling. With a fixed signal level, an increasing background
level increases coupling. Similarly, with a fixed background level, an increasing signal level
monotonically decreases coupling. Equations 3.1.8 - 3.1.11 provide an approximate best-case
and worst-case for an expected relative background and signal strength for this detector.
During the simulations as a result of uniform sampling in V space simulated data points
 
 
BG
with low BG
also
have
high
signal
magnitude,
while
points
with
higher
Sig
Sig have a wider
 
range of signal values. This results in points at low BG
having systematically lower α due
Sig
to also being weighted by higher signal. Simultaneously during CRE detection, to meet the 3σ
criterion for event identification at higher background levels, higher signal levels are required.
These systematic biases can explain the observed higher slope of the CRE data envelopes when
compared to the simulated data.
Though trends are visible, the complete nature of the impact of background level on
coupling is not fully resolved. The extent of the conclusions that can be drawn here are that a
higher background level corresponds to a higher coupling all else being equal. Additionally, the
highest measured and simulated couplings are both observed to occur with high background
and low signals. In order to fully explore this dependence a technique is outlined using the
previously mentioned single pixel reset technique in the following chapter.

3.1.5

Indium bump diameter

As the indium bumps increase in size, with a constant pixel pitch, the distance between them
decreases. By modeling the indium bumps as conductive cylinders the expected capacitance
between them would be [8]:
Z

r

C = εl
−r

1
q
p 1−

x2
r2

dx =

πεl
arcosh

p .
2r

(3.1.12)

With geometric parameters outlined in figure 3.6
In simulations, bump diameters were varied from 7.5µm to 15µm while the pixel pitch was
held constant at 18µm. Results are presented in figure 3.7. When the distance between the
bumps becomes small (i.e. when the bumps themselves become large) the coupling magnitude
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Figure 3.6: Mock-up of geometry for parallel cylinders indicating parameters for equation
3.1.12.

Figure 3.7: Coupling coefficients and raw capacitance values as a function of indium bump
bond size and signal strength.
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Figure 3.8: Coefficients of potential as a function of indium bump diameter.

skyrockets and the behavior of the IPC is approximately that of the parallel cylinder capacitor.
The expected behavior of the coupling if it were exclusively due to coupling between indium
bumps would be that from equation 3.1.12.
To ease examination of this behavior, coefficients of potential will be examined instead
which are defined as the inverse of the capacitance[6].

P ≡

p
1
= k arccosh
C
2r

(3.1.13)

With a pixel pitch of 18µm as the diameter scales from 7.5µm to 15µm this function is
nearly linear as a function of bump radius.
This situation corresponds to the circumstance where it is appropriate to describe the IPC
as dominated by the capacitive coupling between adjacent indium bump bonds. Figures 3.8
and 3.9 illustrate that the coupling can be taken as exclusively between the bumps only when
the bump diameter is greater than 13µm. This corresponds to a separation between the bumps
less than 5µm. A greater separation causes the coefficient of potential to rapidly diverge from
from the linear behavior which indicates that the coupling cannot adequately be described as
the coupling between indium bumps.
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Figure 3.9: Two-dimensional collapsed plot of the coefficient of potential compared to the
coefficients of potential if equation 3.1.12 held true. It is obvious that the parallel cylinder
assumption is only true for large bump sizes.

3.2

Field Analysis

Figure 3.10 illustrates the electric field distribution in the detector as generated by the Lumerical DEVICE [21] simulation software in the initialized state outlined by table 3.1; that is to
say with zero simulated charge collection. Within the HgCdTe bulk, the intrinsic regions posse
no electric fields as expected resulting in the depletion regions being the only volumes within
the photodiode array itself where significant electric fields exist. This is consistent with their
coarse characterization as a conductor in the steady state. As the reverse bias is discharged,
the size and location of the depletion regions change as well as the magnitude of electric fields
within the depletion region. Where the depletion regions meet the dielectric underfill, strong
electric fields pervade out; these are referred to as the fringing fields. Within the bonding
layer, non-zero fields are supported by the epoxy and are not present in the indium. The
only net charge permitted to exist on the indium is as a surface charge distribution which is
responsible for setting up the external fields and internal electrostatic potential.
Figure 3.10 clearly shows the presence and significance of these fringing fields. The nearer
to the depletion region, the stronger these fields. These fields permeate out terminating at the
indium bumps where they adjust the surface charge distribution and influence the electrostatic
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Figure 3.10: Electric field magnitude cross section through the center of the array prior to
signal collection. The most significant fields are within the depletion region and fringing out
from the depletion region where it meets the epoxy.

potential of the contact.
Examining the fringing fields at the extremes of signal detection in figure 3.11 shows an
asymmetry as one pixel depletes. The field fringing from the pixel which has discharged is
weaker in magnitude than its still reverse biased counterpart. This results in the potential
from the discharged pixel having a weaker connection to its still charged neighbor than in the
case where both pixels remain fully charged. The magnitude of this fringing field dominates
the field due to the indium bumps being at different electrostatic potentials. This phenomenon
can also be illustrated by a difference plot as seen in figure 3.12, where it is more clear that
through-out the majority of the underfill region the electric field strength is higher in the
fully charged state compared to the fully discharged state. The two exception regions are
the potion furthest from the depleted diode, where the fringing field is the weakest; and the
region directly above the depleted diode. In the top right region, the electric field due to the
difference in electrostatic potential between the indium bumps is permitted to dominate. The
direction of this field is in opposition to the direction of the fields fringing from the depletion
region causing a region of decreased field. The region in the bottom right is where the contact
between the bump and diode largely shield from the fringing fields. This again allows the
parallel fields to contribute significantly in opposition to the fringing fields.
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Figure 3.11: Electric field magnitudes cross section between two pixels in two cases: (left)
when both pixels are in their initialized state and no charge collection has occurred (i.e. fully
unsaturated), (right) when the left pixel has received no signal but the right pixel is in a
state of complete discharge (i.e. fully saturated). High fields are display clipped to allow for
observation of the fringing fields throughout the whole of the epoxy.

Figure 3.12: A difference plot between the two cases presented in figure 3.11. Presented is (no
signal - saturated). The electric fields are greater in magnitude in the undepleted case. Signal
collection discharges the diode resulting in a smaller depletion region with weaker fields.
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Figure 3.13: Depletion region for HgCdTe arrays (left) before charge collection and (right)
after charge collection showing the change in geometry. Not to scale[1]
The reason for the change in fringing field magnitude is that as a pixel discharges, the length
of its depletion region decreases as illustrated in the cartoon figure 3.13[1]. This decrease is
due to a decrease in potential difference across the diode. Simultaneously, this decrease in
potential difference corresponds to a decrease in field magnitude. Together, these serve to
weaken the strength of the fields both within the depletion region and those which fringe out
from the depletion region, resulting in a lower coupling.
Observation of these fields lends itself to reinforcing the idea that even these detectors with
an undepleted bulk can benefit from the introduction of a field control grid.

3.3

Chapter Conclusions

In order to give additional context to these simulations, the IPC results can be compared
to earlier reported values from literature as presented in table 3.2. Any capacitance coupling
introduced in the ROIC would be introduced in parallel to coupling in the indium interconnect
and sensor layers simulated here. This would result in an additive capacitance. Because the
ROIC was not simulated it is expected that compared to measured sensor IPC with the same
physical parameter, the modeled capacitance will be a lower bound. Historical measurements of
IPC for similar 18µm pixel pitch sensors are within the range presented from these simulations.
These simulations corroborate trends observed in the CRE data which indicate that the
coupling strength is not constant; The IPC corresponds to a non-linear change in the electric fields connecting nearby pixels resulting in a dependence on signal strength, background
strength and to a lesser degree, temperature. As a result, simple filter based deconvolution
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Table 3.2: List of IPC values both measured and presented from literature. In cases where
IPC was not given directly but instead a nodal capacitance and coupling were reported, IPC
was calculated from equation 2.3.9 using Cnode = 33.5f F [4]. Row vs column and fast vs slow
refer to multiplexer directions.

Source
HgCdTe SB-301[27]
no underfill
(20 µm pitch)
HgCdTe SB-301[27]
underfill
(20 µm pitch)
Rockwell HgCdTe[27]
1.7µm cutoff
H2RG with epoxy
(18 µm pitch)
HgCdTe[4]
2.5µm cutoff
H2RG with epoxy
(18 µm pitch)
Measured HgCdTe
H2RG using CREs
5 µm cutoff
in this work
Result from simulations
in this work

IPC

Reported IPC coupling

0.41449 fF or 0.16668 fF
(rows vs. columns)

0.54% or 0.22%

1.0224 fF or 0.38026 fF
(rows vs. columns)

1.25% or 0.48%

0.765155 fF

2.17%

0.63038fF or 0.51565 fF
(fast vs. slow)

1.75% or 1.45%

0.4408 fF to 1.363 fF

1.25-3.5%

0.4038 fF to 1.408 fF

1.15-3.6%

techniques are insufficient to restore photometric accuracy to images which by their nature
contain varying signal levels across the scene. The simulated behavior of IPC in sensors described in table 3.1 is in agreement with the measured behavior of IPC as a function of these
parameters.
These simulations indicate that the greatest coupling will occur when observing a field in
which the signal level is small and the background level is large. IPC will have the greatest
impact on data when the signal is already most difficult to detect, right at the sensitivity limit
of the full imaging system. Much of this work has been published in the peer reviewed SPIE
Journal of Optical Engineering[29]. Additionally it has been presented in part at the Scientific
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Detectors Workshop 2017 in Baltimore, Maryland and at the Image Sensors for Precision
Astronomy 2018 meeting at the California Institute of Technology in Pascedena, California.
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Chapter 4

Characterization
With evidence mounting that IPC coupling is a function of signal strength further validation
of the functional form of the coupling is required. Without accurate characterization of the
coupling accurate correction is not possible. Here we will discuss a method for characterizing
the coupling coefficient as a function of signal strength by using hot pixels and apply this
method to data from the test HgCdTe H2RG arrays akin to those which will fly on the James
Webb Space Telescopes NIRcam System. Simultaneously simulated data with a prescribed
coupling will be used to assess the accuracy of this characterization method. Beyond this,
methods to instead use SPR will be discussed.
Historically the technique for measurement of IPC coupling was by examination of the
auto-correlation of shot noise of flat fields[15]. However this technique does not allow for
examination of couplings when the depletion state of one pixel is significantly distinct from
its neighbors. SPR and hot pixels both allow for this examination to occur. In the presence
of isolated events we have five coupled variables for a readout with coupling only to nearest
neighbors: α, the coupling coefficient; S, the signal level generated on the pixel in question;
B, the signal level due to background; C the signal level measured on the pixel in question;
and N , the signal level measured on a neighboring pixel. These values are coupled through
the following equations:
C = S − 4αS + 4αB
Chapter 4. Characterization
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N = B + αS − αB

(4.0.2)

N −B
C + 4N − 5B

(4.0.3)

solving this system for α this yields:

α=

4.1

Hot Pixels

A prime candidate for single pixel events comes in through examination of dark exposures. In
a dark exposure the majority of pixels will have low signal generated while certain exceptional
’hot’ pixels will have substantially larger current. These hot locations are typically isolated
events surrounded by approximately zero background signal. The increased dark current in
these pixels is due to some type of defect with the crystal lattice that allows for thermal
generation of electron hole pairs at a much higher rate than usual[22][2][3]. These thermally
generated pairs then behave identically to optically generated charge carriers. The defects
that result in hot pixels usually arise due to defects in the depletion region resulting in significant diffusion current across the diode[3]. This results in rapid collection of the thermal
carriers, giving them a minimal opportunity to be effected by interpixel diffusion. Therefore
the calculated coupling from hot pixels is almost completely due to IPC coupling rather than
the sum of IPC and diffusive couplings. Some larger defects that give rise to hot pixels can
impact multiple pixels resulting in a cluster of hot pixels. These clusters will be omitted from
processing. In order to automate the flagging of isolated single pixel events for processing the
following method was used.
1. All events with an intensity greater than 6σ above the mean are flagged as possible single
pixel events.
2. The four nearest neighbors to each flagged possible event are required to be sufficiently
close to each other in magnitude. If:

M ax − M in > 2σread
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then the possible event is flagged as invalid. This serves to eliminate events that have
nearby pixels which have sufficient dark current to invalidate the zero background level
assumption but not sufficient to be flagged as hot in the first step.
3. The location of each possible event is examined. If the event occurs within a five pixel
radius of any other possible events, both are flagged as invalid.
4. A subset of the full array can be manually selected and all events outside of that subset
are flagged as invalid. This allows for examination of only some of the array, a useful
tool to examine void and non-void regions separately.
5. The intensity of each event is examined and any saturated pixels are removed.
6. Lastly, every event flagged as invalid is omitted and the surviving events are processed.
What remains are the viable single pixel events. In brief they are characterized by being
sufficiently high intensity events, with symmetric neighbors, being sufficiently separated from
any other single pixel event and not being themselves saturated.
Each event on this list then has a local coupling coefficient calculated using the following
formula using statistical sampling on a zero background case of 4.0.3:

α=

hN i − M ED(B)
C + 4hN i − 5(M ED(B))

(4.1.5)

Where hi is used to indicate the average value. This method is outlined in figure 4.1.

4.1.1

Simulated Frames

In order to corroborate results from hot pixels on the flight test arrays, first the characterization method was applied to simulated data. An N by N array of pixels is generated and
then each pixel has a 0.1% chance of being flagged as ’hot’. The flagged pixels are given a
randomly generated high signal value from within a specified probability distribution. Each
pixel is then coupled to its four nearest neighbors by a coupling coefficient with a specified
α = α(S(i, j)) relationship. Finally a zero mean read noise characterized by σread is added
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Figure 4.1: Chart indicating the method, equations, and automated flagging used to identify
viable hot pixels. The equation contained is identical to equation 4.1.5.

to each pixel. This results in an N by N frame designed to emulate hot pixels where the
coupling coefficient’s functional form is known. The method outlined here for characterization
of coupling coefficients is validated by returning the known coupling coefficients from these
simulated frames.
Simulated frames were given three particular types of coupling; constant, linear decline,
and exponential decline. Each characterized by the following forms:

α = α0

(4.1.6)

α = m · S(i, j) + α0

(4.1.7)



S(i, j)
+ α∞
α = A · exp −
k

(4.1.8)

The scatter of points are given in figure 4.2. A linear least square regression was applied
to the scatter of points to fit each of the three prescribed forms to determine how accurately
the applied constants could be returned. A summary of this is presented in table 4.1. A key
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(a) α versus Signal Strength for a series of
simulated
dark frames with a constant coupling

(b) α versus Signal Strength for a series of
simulated
dark frames with a linear coupling

(c) α versus Signal Strength for a series of simulated
dark frames with an exponential coupling

Figure 4.2: Scatter of the coupling coefficient as a function of signal strength for simulated
frames.
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Table 4.1: A summary of parameters applied to and returned from simulated dark frames.
Form

Equation

Constant

True

Regressed

Percent Deviation

Constant

α = α0

Linear

α = −m · S(i, j) + α0

Exponential

α = A · exp(− S(i,j)
k ) + α∞

α0
m
α0
A
k
α∞

1.00%
%
1.00 · 10−5 e−
1.20%
0.8857%
10,000.7e0.691%

0.99%
%
0.95 · 10−5 e−
1.18%
0.8459%
9,830.1e0.691%

1.00%
5.00%
1.67%
4.49%
1.71%
0.00%

feature of this scatter is the high spread at lower values. This is an expected feature from the
noise propagation. At lower signal levels, read noise in neighboring pixels has a large impact
on the calculation of the coupling coefficient from equation 4.1.5. The propagation of error is
defined by[30]:

f = f (a, b)− → σf2 ≈

∂f
∂a

2

σa2 +

∂f
∂b

2

σb2 + 2

∂f ∂f
σa,b
∂a ∂b

(4.1.9)

when applied to equation 4.1.5 the following noise relationship is expected:

σα = |hαi|

σn2
hni2




+

σc2 + 16σn2 + 8σn,c
(hci + 4hni)2




−

2σn,c+4n
hni(hci + 4hni)

0.5
(4.1.10)

A low central signal level hci results in a higher spread in α. By horizontally binning in
sets containing a uniform number of points and applying a χ2 test for variance it is found that
the variance from equation 4.1.10 falls within the 0.95 confidence bound in every bin.

To aid in visualization, mean value and p-test determine confidence bounds on the mean
are instead rendered in figure 4.3. Table 4.1 illustrates that every individual parameter has
been reestablished to within a few percent deviation and additionally examining figure 4.3
underscores that these errors compensate resulting in the true applied coupling always being
returned within the confidence bounds.
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(a) α versus Signal Strength for a series of
simulated
dark frames with a constant coupling

(b) α versus Signal Strength for a series of
simulated
dark frames with a linear coupling

(c) α versus Signal Strength for a series of simulated
dark frames with an exponential coupling

Figure 4.3: Average binned values of the coupling coefficient α as a function of signal strength
for simulated frames. Vertical error bars are p-test 0.95 confidence bounds. Horizontal error
bars are σS(i,j) for each bin. The darker line is the exact coupling applied during frame
generation. The lighter line is the curve fit to data by using linear least squares regression to
fit the prescribed forms. On each individual plot bins contain the same number of data points.
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(a) LFM4

(b) SCA2

Figure 4.4: Scatter of coupling coefficient as a function of signal strength for flight test arrays.

4.1.2

Flight Test Arrays

Two flight test arrays have been examined in detail using this method. They will be referred
to as LFM4 and SCA2. Both are HgCdTe H2RG (2048 by 2048) arrays with 5µm cutoff
wavelength and 18µm pixel pitch. The SCA2 array had been previously used in radiation
testing. Frames used were collected and provided by Marcia Rieke’s group at the University
of Arizona’s Steward Observatory. The LFM4 array was sampled up the ramp at 10.6 second
intervals for 1685.4 seconds, yielding 160 frames which were examined. The array was held
at 39.5K ± 42mK. SCA2 was sampled in a similar way with 10.6 second intervals sampled
for 1685.4 seconds yielding 160 frames. SCA2 was operated at a slightly lower temperature of
36.5K ± 3mK. The scatter of points is presented in figure 4.4. They exhibit the same noise
relationship seen in the simulated data and predicted by equation 4.1.10. Using the same type
of χ2 testing nearly every bin falls within the 0.95 confidence bounds.
The same type of binning as in simulated data is performed and presented in figure 4.5.
This illustrates a clear decline in coupling coefficient as a function of signal strength. At high
signal levels the coupling is lower than at lower signals. Faint signals couple to their neighbors
as a fraction of signal collected more strongly than strong signals. The weaker the signal, the
more intense the blur. This echoes the results of simulations in the previous chapter.
Small differences exist between the two arrays, most clear at the low signal end. The SCA2
exhibits slightly higher coupling overall and significantly higher coupling at the lowest signal
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(a) LFM4

(b) SCA2

Figure 4.5: Binned mean values and confidence intervals of coupling coefficient as a function
of signal strength for flight test arrays. These forms closely match those from simulation
presented in figure 3.2

levels. With strong signals, both arrays exhibit a coupling of approximately 0.65%.

4.1.3

Hot Pixel Conclusions

The method outlined here is capable of returning the expected results in cases of known coupling validating the method for examination of real data. The data show the same conclusions
as predicted by the simulations; the photometric quality of the image is subject to the most
significant degradation when the object of observation is most faint. Every array will contain
some fraction of hot pixels and the collection of dark frames is a standard part of sensor characterization; it is a measurement made many times for most scientific set of data collection.
This allows IPC to be characterized easily and accurately from existing and readily collected
data. However it has a distinct weakness; dark frames have zero background. Hot pixels only
allow for characterization of IPC as a function of signal strength, not as a function of signal
and background strength. Both cosmic ray events and soft X-ray hits can produce isolated
single pixel events which could then be observed over an exposed background but both generate charge carriers in the bulk resulting in measurements that include significant diffusive as
well as capacitive cross talk.
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4.2

Single Pixel Reset

A stronger candidate for allowing exploration of IPC’s signal and background dependence is
by utilizing single pixel resets (SPRs). The ROICs for these arrays allow for independent
addressing of pixels on the array not just for readout but also for resetting. This technique is
commonly used to measure the coupling coefficient at a single reset voltage[24]. This technique
can be expanded by allowing the full array to be exposed to a flat field up to some mean
exposure level, a single pixel on the array can be reset to a specified voltage and then the
neighborhood of that pixel can be read out. This allows for full and independent exploration
of the coupling coefficient as a function of signal and background levels. The full technique is
outlined by the following method:
1. Reset the array to prepare for an exposure.
2. Expose the array to a flat field to produce a particular mean background level.
3. Reset isolated pixels using a voltage Vsig corresponding to a particular level of depletion
here called ’signal’.
4. Read out the array.
5. Repeat for new Vsig and/or exposure time.
A simulated sample for this type of data can be seen in figure 4.6. Considering only
nearest neighbor coupling each frame where n isolated pixels are reset with a center to center
separation of m pixels in a square grid, you acquire n samples of your C value, 4n samples of
your S value, and (m2 − 5) · n samples of your B value. These sample counts are what will
limit statistical confidence on results and are illustrated in figure 4.6 b. A scatter of points
can be built up using:
hαi =

hN i − M ED(B)
hCi + 4hN i − 5(M ED(B))

(4.2.11)

The only difference between equation 4.1.5 and equation 4.2.11 being the ensemble of equal
voltage data obtained from across the array. Giving a full treatment to the expected noise
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(b) Red pixels are instances of C, green are
instances of N , all others are instances of B.

(a) IPC in the absence of noise.

(c) IPC full noise sample frame.

Figure 4.6: Illustration of simulated SPR frames in the presence or absence of noise as well as
sampling information responsible for statistical confidences.

statistics yields the following governing forms[30]:
~ ~x J~T
σα2 ≈ JΣ

(4.2.12)

2
2
2
σα2 ≈[(hCi − hBi)2 σN
+ (hN i − hCi)2 σB
+ (hN i − hBi)2 σC

+ 2(hCi − hBi)(hN i − hCi)σN,B
+ 2(hCi − hBi)(hN i − hBi)σN,C

(4.2.13)

+ 2(hN i − hCi)(hN i − hBi)σB,C ]
· (hCi + 4hN i − 5hBi)−4
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Just like the less complicated equation 4.1.10 This noise blows up at low signal with zero
background but also blows up whenever S = B → C ≈ B and the closer you get to this
point the more samples will be required to beat down noise. Collection of multiple data
points with the same controlled reset voltage would allow for more controlled exploration of
the independant variable space. This can keep the noise behavior in mind while sampling;
allowing for the collection of more data points in high variance regions and fewer in the more
stable regions. An approach akin to that outlined in the section 4.1.1 for hot pixels was used
to validate the SPR method using simulated frames. Simulated frames were generated with a
known coupling coefficient and behavior which would mimic the SPR data collection technique
describer here. The prescribed coupling coefficient was of the following form:


|S − B|
α(S, B) = A0 exp −
k0





(S 2 + B 2 )0.5
+ A1 exp −
+ α∞
k1

(4.2.14)

This form is approximate but is informed by observations[1][25] and simulations [29] as
well as constraining that the coupling coefficient from pixel i to j is identical to the coupling
coefficient from pixel j to i. These simulated frames were generated using the following full
method:
1. Generate a uniform background level.
2. Apply shot noise to each sample of background level.
3. Set fixed pixels to a reset level.
4. Simulate IPC coupling defined by equation 4.2.14.
5. Apply zero-mean Gaussian read noise to each sample.
6. Repeat for many background and reset levels.
This technique preserves the property of IPC that signal and shot noise are coupled but
read noise is not. Every reset, through equation 4.2.11 gives rise to an observation of (α|S, B).
Assembling all these data yields a scatter plot as presented in figure 4.7. Importantly, these
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Figure 4.7: Scatter plot showing α as a function of S and B calculated using equation 4.2.11
in the presence of 30RMS read noise. Signal and background were scaled from 0 to 60,000 [e-]
in increments of 6,000 for a total of 100 frames each containing 9,604 resets. Frames where
S = B were not generated due the non-uniqueness of equation 4.2.11 at those points.

Table 4.2: Summary of errors on SPR fit data
Parameter
A0
A1
α∞
K0
K1

Input
0.400[%]
0.400[%]
0.650[%]
20,000 [e-]
28,284 [e-]

Estimate
0.416[%]
0.375[%]
0.644[%]
15,573 [e-]
30,816 [e-]

Error
+0.040
-0.063
-0.009
-0.221
-0.090

data fill a three dimensional space exploring two independent variables that are both expected
to impact IPC. Fitting these data to the prescribed form of equation 4.2.14 yields coefficients
and errors summarized in the following table.
Though the error on any individual parameter can be quite large, the errors compensate for
each other yielding a maximum overestimate in fractional coupling of 0.02[%] and a maximum
underestimate of 0.045[%[ for coupling scaling from 0.65[%] to to 1.45[%]. The behavior of
this fit is illustrated in figure 4.8 showing the difference between the input coupling and the
regressed coupling as a function of S and B.
This indicates that a single pixel reset method is a strong candidate for characterization
of IPC as a function of signal and background level. This type of cohesive characterization is
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(a) Input α(S, B) as prescribed by equa- (b) Regressed form of α(S, B) using data
tion 4.2.14.
shown in figure 4.7 fit to equation 4.2.14

(c) Difference between (b) and (a)
Regressed − Input.
Peak overestimate
in α of 0.020[%] and peak underestimate of
0.045[%].

Figure 4.8: Summary of fit to simulated SPR data

important as it opens the door for correction, though not through conventional deconvolution
techniques.

4.3

Chapter Conclusions

Hot pixels measured in existing dark frames supply data which can and have been used to
corroborate the results of the simulations presented in chapter 3 and illustrate a signal dependent coupling coefficient. This method is validated by its ability to accurately reproduce
known coupling coefficients from mock data. An expansion on this method of examining isolated single pixel events by using SPR techniques is discussed. SPR techniques used over flat
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fields allow for simultaneous exploration of α as a function of signal and background levels.
In the absence of this type of data, this method was evaluated on mock frames and shown
to be capable of recovering a known functional relationship for the coupling coefficient in this
higher dimensional space. This hot pixel section of work was partially presented at SPIE’s
Astronomical Telescopes + Instrumentation 2016 in Edinburgh, Scotland and can be found in
its accompanying proceedings[25]. Expansion of the hot pixel analysis was also presented at
the Scientific Detectors Workshop 2017 in Baltimore, Maryland. The single pixel reset section
of this chapter was partially presented at SPIE’s Astronomical Telescopes + Instrumentation
2018 in Austin, Texas and can be found in the accompanying proceedings[31]. Additionally
it was in part presented at the Image Sensors for Precision Astronomy 2018 meeting at the
California Institute of Technology in Pascedena, California.
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Chapter 5

Deconvolution
All of this work characterizing the coupling as a function of signal and background strength
serves two important purposes. First, it underscores that the coupling changes across the scene,
allowing for the impact on scientific data to be better understood. But, more importantly a
good characterization and understanding of the effect opens the door for a high quality correction. Early discussion of correction entailed simple filtering techniques for deconvolution; take
the blurring as the kernel for a convolution and deconvolve that kernel[19][32]. However, because the behavior of the coupling coefficient varies, key assumptions for these simple filtering
techniques are invalid. Here a technique for deconvolution will be established mathematically,
implemented efficiently, and its performance compared to conventional filtering techniques will
be evaluated.

5.1

Motivation and Derivation

Earlier on the coupling to nearest neighbors was taken as a convolution by a blur kernel[15]:




α
0 
 0



K(i, j) = 
 α 1 − 4α α 


0
α
0

(5.1.1)

However the existence of a scene dependent coupling coefficient requires that rather than
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being performed as a discrete convolution:

M (i, j) = K(i, j) ∗ S(i, j)

(5.1.2)

the convolution must be expanded out into the full summation:

M (i, j) = S(i, j) +

i+1
X

j+1
X

[α(i, j, m, n) · S(m, n)] −

m=i−1 n=j−1

i+1
X

j+1
X

[α(m, n, i, j) · S(i, j)]

m=i−1 n=j−1

(5.1.3)

Here M (a, b) is the value measured on pixel a, b; S(a, b) is the signal collected on pixel
a, b; α(a, b, c, d) is the fraction of signal coupled from pixel c, d onto pixel a, b; and i, j and
m, n are integer pairs to represent pixel locations. In this way the readout from each pixel
is the signal collected in the initial pixel plus the signal coupled from the neighbors into the
initial pixel, minus the signal coupled from the initial pixel into the neighboring pixels. This
presentation also allows any arbitrary modification of the coupling coefficient between two
pixels. The prior characterization work has indicated that a more concise expression can be
α = α(S(a, b), S(c, d)): the coupling changes as a function of signal on those pixels. In the
case where α doesn’t vary or only varies a small amount, this expression converges to the case
of discrete convolution.

Equation 5.1.3 makes clear an approach for solving the inverse problem. We have an
expression for M (i, j) in terms of S(i, j) and α.

All we need to do is solve for S(i, j)

and we’ve solved the inverse problem. Rather than having a direct solution, we must perform a series of approximations for this system to be numerically solvable. First we will
assume: α(S(a, b), S(c, d)) << 1.00. This allows us to make the first order approximation of
α(S(a, b), S(c, d)) · S(c, d) ≈ α(M (a, b), M (c, d)) · M (c, d). This allows for expression of an
approximation of S indicated by Ŝ exclusively in terms of M :
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Ŝ(i, j) =M (i, j) −



j+1  
X
α M (i, j), M (m, n) · M (m, n)

i+1
X

m=i−1 n=j−1
i+1
X

+



j+1  
X
α M (m, n), M (i, j) · M (i, j)

(5.1.4)

m=i−1 n=j−1

This tells us that we can approximate the signal collected in a pixel as the value measured in
that pixel minus the signal that would have coupled into the pixel from each neighbor plus the
signal that would have coupled out from the pixel into each neighbor. Our approximation; Ŝ, is
now closer to S than our initial observation; M , provided that α(a, b, c, d) is strictly signed. In
this way we can reform our earlier approximation and instead use α(S(a, b), S(c, d)) · S(c, d) ≈
α(Ŝ(a, b), Ŝ(c, d)) · Ŝ(c, d). Using this method we can devise an iterative approach, not entirely
dissimilar to the Euler method, for evaluating successive approximations of the signal collected,
Ŝq for the qth approximation.

Ŝq (i, j) =M (i, j) −

i+1
X



j+1  
X
α Ŝq−1 (i, j), Ŝq−1 (m, n) · Ŝq−1 (m, n)

m=i−1 n=j−1

+

i+1
X



j+1  
X
α Ŝq−1 (m, n), Ŝq−1 (i, j) · Ŝq−1 (i, j)

(5.1.5)

m=i−1 n=j−1

Ŝ0 (a, b) = M (a, b)

(5.1.6)

This process looks at the output frame, calculates what the coupling to and from every
pixel would have been if that were the input frame, and then corrects each pixel by that
difference. It then takes that 1st guess at correction as the input frame, recalculates the
couplings and then corrects the measured frame by the new difference. This process continues
until the pixel by pixel difference between successive estimates of the input frame approaches
zero.
Notice that here the domain is not specified. This technique is a general deconvolution;
it makes no assumptions about the form of the coupling coefficient or the behavior of the
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Table 5.1: Levels for a sample calculation
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
2000.00
4000.00
0.00

0.00
4000.00
10000.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

arrays. It is only crucial that S and M are expressed the same domain, and that that domain
corresponds to the domain where α was characterized or applied. Characterizing α from hot
pixels is typically done in the charge domain. Characterizing α from single pixel resets is
typically done in the voltage domain. Both are equivilent but the particular form of α will
change.

5.1.1

An example calculation

Consider a small 4x4 array with a signal incident slightly off center in such a way that the
signals presented in table 5.1 are incident on a focal plane array (for this sample calculation
we will ignore noise):
Due to the range of values contained in this array, the coupling will vary between pixel
pairs. We will take the coupling to be governed by the following equation, where S is the
signal incident on a pixel and N is the signal incident on its neighbor:
1

|S − N |
(S 2 + N 2 ) 2
√ ) + 0.65[%]
α(S, N ) = 0.4 · exp(−
) + 0.4 · exp(−
20000.0
10000.0 · 2

(5.1.7)

This form has best case behavior of 0.68% coupling when observing a bright point next
to a faint neighbor and increases to a coupling of 1.45% when observing a dim point over
a comparably dim background. This form is identical to that described in the chapter 4 by
equation 4.2.14 and is based on analysis of single pixel events[25][29], and simulation results[25]
paying careful attention to how the fields shift as each pixel depletes. In addition it fulfills
the stipulation that α(a, b) = α(b, a), not a necessary physical constraint but one that eases
examination. Though it may not perfectly reflect the behavior of IPC in physical sensors,
it trends in the directions and of the magnitudes informed by prior data[25][29] and first
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Figure 5.1: 3-dimensional plot of the coupling coefficient as a function of signal and neighbor
strength.
Table 5.2: Illustration of pixel levels and the associated couplings for the earlier data.
0.00
1.45%
0.00
1.45%
0.00
1.45%
0.00

1.45%
1.39%
1.33%
1.45%

0.00
1.39%
2000.00
1.35%
4000.00
1.33%
0.00

1.45%
1.35%
1.22%
1.45%

0.00
1.33%
4000.00
1.22%
10000.00
1.17%
0.00

1.45%
1.33%
1.17%
1.45%

0.00
1.45%
0.00
1.45%
0.00
1.45%
0.00

principle simulations[29]. The true form should be taken as the measurements from SPR data
when available. This equation is indicated by a surface plot in figure 5.1 and by its zero
background cross section in figure 5.2. This cross-section illustrates the behavior as it could
be reconstructed by examination of hot pixels.
In this case, the couplings would appear as illustrated by the pattern presented in table
5.2 with the dark blue indicating input signal values and the light red indicating the coupling
between two neighboring pixels.
Note that the application of a signal dependent IPC results in a weaker fractional coupling
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Figure 5.2: Variation of α with a zero magnitude neighbor strength. This plots equation 5.1.7
with N=0.

in the neighborhood of the brighter pixels and a stronger fractional coupling between the
weaker pixels [29]. When this IPC is applied to this array it yields the readout presented in
figure 5.3.
As illustrated in figure 5.3, after IPC coupling there is an underestimate of peak pixel
intensity by 3.81% (i.e. 10000 to 9619). Application of a single iteration of the non-linear
deconvolution algorithm will yield a reduction of the error at the peak intensity pixel to 0.1%
(i.e. restoration from 9619 to 9983). However, not every individual pixel value has moved closer
to the true value; the corner values of this array were unchanged by the initial coupling but have
now had their values changed. In fact, these locations now return nonsensical negative values;
The decoupling has indicated that they needed to have signal removed which they didn’t have
present initially. These negative values are a result of the error due to the approximation
α · S = α · Ŝq not being strictly true. This error is corrected in higher order iterations as the
approximation becomes progressively more accurate. A second application yields error on the
peak intensity down to 0.009%. After only three iterations, fractional error on the peak is
reduced from 3.81% down to 0.0004% with the maximum error down to 0.06 values from 381
values. With seven or more iterations, the error on each pixel present is <0.005 values. These
fractional values exist only in the mathematical abstraction to illustrate the precision of this
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Figure 5.3: The result of the described iterative deconvolution algorithm on the array coupled
and presented in table 5.1 after 0, 1, 2, 3, or 7+ iterations
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deconvolution algorithm. For physical sensors, the original ’coupled’ readout from figure 5.3,
would be quantized at some level of precision and the correction would rapidly converge to
less than the error introduced by quantization.

5.2

Implementation

This deconvolution technique is designed to be comparable to other filtering techniques such as
Wiener filtering[33] or Lucy-Richardson deconvolution[18][34], well established techniques that
have been discussed for IPC correction in the past[19][32]. While each of these deconvolution
techniques works to restore an image blurred by a known point-spread function (PSF) they
are unable to adapt in the presence of a well characterized but variable PSF; they cannot
handle a coupling coefficient that changes across a scene. However, the method underlying
this inability also gives a powerful advantage; both are computable in linearithmic time [17] [35]
(O(n · log n)) whereas the method outlined by equations 5.1.5 and 5.1.6 is constrained to run
in quadratic time (O(n2 )). By disallowing a change in the PSF as the pixel location changes,
the deconvolution can be performed on the full image simultaneously in the spatial frequency
domain through utilization of the fast Fourier transform algorithm [35]. It is a property of
the spatial frequency domain that for two function f (x), g(x) where F (ν) = F [f (x)] and
g(ν) = F [g(x)] it is the case that f (x) ∗ g(x) = F −1 [F (ν) · G(ν)][17]. Therefore the slow
O(n2 ) discrete convolution operation in Weiner filtering and Lucy-Richardson deconvolution
is replaced with a fixed number of O(n · log n) fast Fourier transformations[17].
The non-linear technique described above must operate in pixel space, pixel by pixel.
However, within an iteration it requires only computationally cheap look-up, multiplication,
and addition operations while not requiring any reference to the newly updated values until
the next iteration begins. As a result, this algorithm is an excellent candidate for parallel
implementation. Through exploitation of GPU based data parallel operations, we can trade
our n2 complexity in time for n2 parallel operations.
The settled implementation used in this work involves a C++ wrapper over CUDA R
code on an NVIDIA R GTX 960M GPU using CUDA version 5.0, though the implementation
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is compatible back to CUDA version 2.x. Use of this graphics chip did not come without
limitations. The maximum array size for a single operation is limited to 512 by 512 with a
reasonably sized lookup table for α, smaller if the lookup table was scaled up in size as the
full lookup table must be stored in VRAM. If operating on double precision floating point
values the total array size is limited to 1024 by 1024. When instead using single precision
floating points, the array size is permitted to go to 6144 by 6144. Initially at this size, read
and write speed was the fundamental constraint but more recent implementations have solved
this problem through use of CFITSIO[36] and CCFITS libraries to enhance performance over
a naive *.csv based file. These constraints however all fall from the hardware; a system with
arbitrarily large VRAM and arbitrarily many registers could in principle act on an arbitrarily
large image in a single operation per GPU core per iteration.
To work around the constraints of the GTX 960M graphics chips limited number of GPU
registers, any images beyond the n by n size limit are instead partitioned into smaller n by n
subarrays with longer, narrower subarrays to cover the interfaces between them. The width
of these subarrays must be at least 4x the number of iterations to ensure that every pixel
occurs in at least one array, far enough from any edge effects to nullify their impact on the
output. For example, a 1024 by 1024 array would be processed as four 512 by 512 subarrays,
one 1024 by 40 subarray to cover the horizontal interfacing region and one 40 by 1024 array
to cover the vertical interface; totaling 6 subarray operations for a single iteration. A 2048 by
2048 array would be sixteen 512 by 512 subarrays, three 2048 by 40 subarrays to cover the
horizontal interfacing region, and three 40 by 2048 subarrays to cover the vertical interfacing
region; totaling 22 subarray operations for a single iteration. It is this partitioning that gives
rise to the hard limit of this hardware implementation of 6144 by 6144, as at this point the
10-iteration interfacing regions between the square subarrays are now past the memory limit
of the GTX 960M.
Without a GPU implementation, the computation time for even smaller images becomes
prohibitively long. A naive serial python CPU based implementation requires on the order of
half an hour to run over a 512 by 512 image on a typical laptop computer. An implementation
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using GNU parallel for CPU based parallel processing can drop this to approximately 8 minutes
on a multicore processor. The GPU based implementation runs on a 512 by 512 array in under
two seconds [average of 1.04 seconds for 1,000 test cases]. With the new CFITSIO[36] based
file read and write structure, a 2048 by 2048 array an be decoupled with a runtime on the
order of 25 second. Sample code for both a naive python implementation, the full GPU parallel
implementation and a QT GUI implementation are available at https://github.com/Donlok/
Decouple.

5.3

Simulated Data Performance

The point spread function (PSF) of an imaging system indicates how the system as a whole
will respond to an incident point source. For digital systems, it is the final input to output
mapping of the optics, sensor response, and digitization of the read out to a point source.
This point source will be altered by optical diffraction, the pixel response function, discrete
sampling, and any crosstalk present in the array. The end result is a unit volume mapping of
a point in scene space into read-out space.
To build a model of the behavior of an imaging system in the presence of IPC a full
mathematical model of the imaging system has to be constructed first. To begin this model
we start with signal; for a single star, we can approximate this as a Dirac-delta function[17].
This function is defined to be an ideal point source; it has zero value over its full domain except
at its origin and when integrated over all space, has unit volume. This function is convolved
by a diffraction pattern of the light; for a diffraction limited system we can approximate this
as an airy disk, equivalent to a radial sinc2 or 0th order spherical Bessel function of the
first kind, j0 . For the systems considered later, we will use a custom PSF calculated from
optics of the James Webb Space Telescope. This result is then sampled by the sensor; a step
that is mathematized as multiplication by a comb function[17]. Instead of being a continuous
function, it is now a discrete set of values that can be read out from the sensor one by one. In
the absence of IPC this is the mathematical point where noise is introduced by sampling using
a Poissonian distribution to represent photon noise and then adding samples from a Gaussian
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distribution to represent the read noise. In the presence of IPC this process is slightly more
complicated, the Poissonian sampling occurs as normal to represent the shot noise but it is
at this point that the IPC is applied[29]. When IPC is taken as a constant coupling this is
done through convolution with a blur kernel[15][5]. When IPC is instead allowed to vary as
a function of signal strength the discrete sum described by equation 5.1.3 is required instead.
After this operation occurs, we introduce a read noise distribution by addition of a smpled
normal distribution. So the final mathematical form for an individual sampling would be:



h


i
M (i, j) =
P oisson x, y; S(x, y)∗Dif f (x, y) ·Xpitch (x, y) ∗K(i, j) +N ormal(i, j; 0, σread )
(5.3.8)
Here P oisson(x, y; γ) is a sample from the Poisson distribution with parameter γ at location
x, y; Dif f (x, y) is the diffraction pattern in two dimensions; Xpitch (x, y) is the Dirac comb
in two dimensions with x and y frequency given by the pixel pitch; and N ormal(i, j; µ, σ) is
a sample from the normal distribution with mean of µ and variance of σ 2 .
The PSF that will be discussed here is built in the absence of these noise distributions
and using S(x, y) = δ(x, y). It can be considered as the average resulting from an ensemble of
measurements.
This leaves the PSFs reported here defined as follows:



P SF (i, j) =
δ(x, y) ∗ Dif f (x, y) · Xpitch (x, y) ∗ K(i, j)

(5.3.9)

These will be compared to what this PSF would have looked like in the absense of IPC:


P SF (i, j) = δ(x, y) ∗ Dif f (x, y) · Xpitch (x, y)

(5.3.10)

For analysis following here Dif f is taken as the WebbPSF F405N as given from the
WebbPSF revision V available at www.stsci.edu/~mperrin/software/psf_library/ which
is provided oversampled 4x allowing offsets in quarter pixel intervals in each dimension[37].
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This is the diffraction pattern as would be incident onto the James Webb Space Telescope’s
long wave NIRcam sensor after passing through the imaging optics and the narrow band
4.05µm filter. To provide a continuous PSF, the figures presented here are sampled at quarter
pixel intervals and then interpolated using a cubic spline method.

5.3.1

Testing paradigm

In order to assess the accuracy of this decoupling technique, the coupling must be applied to
known scenes for analysis. To accomplish this goal the following method was used:

• First, a scene image was generated. This is done either by setting the location and intensity of point and background sources and then convolving with the WebbPSF through the
method to map to pixel space outlined previously or though direct input of "Simulated
Scene" allowing for pixel levels to be set individually. The former technique was used to
examine PSFs, the later was used to examine aggregate performance of the algorithm.

• Second, a copy of this scene image is produced. This copy undergoes IPC coupling by
examining the values of each pixel and using the signal dependent α defined by equation
5.1.7 to determine the IPC coupled image.

• Third, a read noise distribution was generated by taking uncorrelated samples from a
zero mean normal distribution with variance, σr2 , for each pixel. This distribution is
added to the original scene image and the coupled copy. These images are referred to as
the truth image or true(i, j) and the coupled image or coupled(i, j) respectively.

• Fourth, the coupled image is run through the deconvolution algorithm described in
equation 5.1.5 and using a lookup table built from equation5.1.7 as the reference coupling.
This output is referred to as the decoupled image or decoupled(i, j)
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Figure 5.4: A flow chart that outlines the method used to both generate sample coupled images,
then deconvolve them in a way that allows for meaningful pixel by pixel assessment. The
rounded rectangles represent data arrays, the trapezoids and circles represent mathematical
operations applied to those arrays (e.g. convolve with Dif f ), or used to generate those arrays
(e.g. take Gaussian sample.)
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+
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Decouple
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Decoupled Image

This computational method simultaneously gives the results that would be expected if IPC
had not been present, the results in the presence of IPC, and the results after the removal
of IPC using the iterative non-linear method described earlier. Additionally it underscores
the most significant theoretical issue with this particular iterative algorithm; the read noise
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distribution that is applied to the scene is not part of the image prior to coupling but after
being introduced, still undergoes decoupling. This forces a type of trade-space; this technique
does not fully uncorrelate neighboring pixels. Instead it uncorrelates the Poissonian noise and
restores the mean signal accuracy while forcing a correlation on the read noise by decoupling
a part of the image that was never coupled in the first place. In the absence of read noise
this algorithm, both on average and in every individual pixel, restores levels to the uncoupled
values. In the presence of zero mean read noise, this algorithm restores accuracy on average
but any individual pixel has error proportional to the read noise as will be illustrated in the
following section.

5.3.2

Comparison to Lucy-Richardson deconvolution

In order to evaluate the success of this deconvolution technique it has been compared to established techniques. The Lucy-Richardson (LR) deconvolution method was selected as it
was both the best performing of the standard deconvolution techniques, as well as due to the
similarities that it has to the method devised here; both are iterative. the LR algorithm uses
successive iterations to minimize the impact of noise[18][34] rather than as a series of progressively more accurate estimates. To evaluate the success of each algorithm in restoring an
image frame where each pixel was set to a random value, sampled from a uniform distribution
with range from 0 to 60,000 was used as the input. A pixel to pixel comparison was made
between between the truth image and each of: the LR decoupled image, the non-linear decoupled image, and the IPC coupled image. Histograms of the pixel to pixel error in each case
when no read noise is present are illustrated for the uncorrected IPC present case in figure
5.5a, the LR corrected case in figure 5.5b, and the iterative method described by equation
5.1.5 in figure 5.5c.
It is clear in this case that, though the LR deconvolution does reduce the error and has a
similar average error, the pixel to pixel error as well as the mean absolute error can still be
quite large; even though the error is corrected on average, each pixel can still be a sever over
or under estimate. This iterative non-linear decoupling reduces pixel to pixel error to less than
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(a) IPC present case

(b) Lucy-Richardson deconvolution

(c) Nonlinear iterative deconvolution

Figure 5.5: Histogram of per pixel difference between the labeled frame time and the true
image comparing no correction, RL correction, and nonlinear iterative correction when pixel
values are assigned randomly giving rise to pairs with couplings spread throughout equation
5.1.7. Zero read noise case. Notice the change in x-scale between the images
a single count, not just on average, but in every pixel individually.
However, it is known that the LR deconvolution technique is designed to be noise resistant[18][34].
To explore this, cases where read noise scales from 0 RMS to 100 RMS were explored. As
expected and illustrated in figure 5.6a the IPC present case has no scaling mean absolute
error. The LR deconvolution’s mean absolute error scales with RMS error of the read noise
distribution in a sub-linear fashion converging to linear at high RMS, as seen in figure 5.6b.
The iterative decoupling’s mean absolute error scales linearly with RMS read noise as shown
in figure 5.6c.
It can be seen through comparison that though the growth behavior of the mean absolute
error is slower in the case of LR deconvolution, the mean absolute error of the non-linear
decoupling still allows for more accurate correction even with 100 RMS read noise distributions.
In fact, for the LR deconvolution to perform better than the nonlinear algorithm, the read noise
distribution introduced would have to be on the order of 800 RMS error. Both on average
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(a) IPC present case. Constant error of 719 (b) Lucy-Richardson deconvolution.
Subwith increasing RMS.
linear scaling with error from 133.8 to 134 as
RMS scales.

(c) Nonlinear iterative deconvolution. Linear
scaling with error from 0 to 5 as RMS scales

Figure 5.6: Mean absolute error defined by h|f rame(i, j) − true(i, j)|i where frame is coupled
or decoupled using the respective algorithm as a function of RMS of the zero-mean read noise
distribution.

and when evaluated pixel by pixel, the nonlinear decoupling is more effective at removing
IPC unless read noise is exceedingly large (on the order of 1% of the array’s saturation).
All of this comes together to show that the application specific nonlinear decoupling method
presented in this work behaves superior to conventional Fourier based deconvolutions with a
well characterized coupling coefficient.

5.3.3

PSF evaluation

In this section we will examine the impact that IPC has on the structure of PSFs as the
incident signal varies. We will prescribe a particular coupling coefficient which matches the
form presented previously in equation 5.1.7. There is a distinction of kind between the blurring
due to diffraction and the blur from IPC; diffraction is continuous whereas IPC blur occurs
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Figure 5.7: 3-dimensional reconstruction of the PSF in the non-linear iterative decoupled case.
This representation is used for PSF fitting.
discretely between pixels. The results presented here appear continuous as they are three
dimensional cubic spline interpolations from data generated with a one quarter pixel movement
in the x and y directions. A sample three dimensional PSF result is shown in figure 5.7. By
using an interpolation method, the PSF can be treated as a continuous mathematical object
rather than just the discrete sampling. This allows for better visualization of the PSF’s
distortion as well as greater ease in application for PSF fitting techniques as will be outlined
in a later section of this work.
To obtain these PSF values the same data processing chart as presented earlier is used on
a point source with the following exceptions and stipulations:
1. The background level is set to zero.
2. There is no Poisson sampling of the flux map.
3. The read noise values are all set to zero: zero mean and zero variance.
4. The values are normalized to unit volume.
Three point source intensities were examined using this technique. From here out they will
be referred to as ’bright’, ’mid’ and ’dim’. The bright point source had an intensity such
that with the WebbPSF F405N filter[37], post-diffraction it would nearly saturate the central
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Figure 5.8: PSF cross section through the peak for each intensity PSF. the uncoupled PSF
line represents both the true image and the decoupled image, as both are identical in this case.
Note that as a cross section, this function does not have unit area.
pixel at a 10ks exposure time. This corresponds to a source of magnitude ≈ 21.4. The dim
source corresponds approximately to the sensitivity limit given through this filter with a 10ks
exposure[38] (i.e. a 25.3 magnitude source). The mid source is a healthy midpoint between
the two corresponding to the same 10ks exposure time observing a source of magnitude ≈
23.1.
A common parameter for describing the shape of a PSF is the full width half max (FWHM).
The signal dependence of a coupling coefficient described by equation 5.1.7 results in stars of
differing brightness having different FWHMs. These changes are described in the table 5.3.
This result indicates that more faint objects will appear to have greater spatial extent than
their higher flux counterparts.
Both the true and decoupled frames after these operations are identical to each other
across point source intensity within numerical error. The IPC present frames in these cases
are distinct from the true and decoupled frames as well as distinct from each other. Due to the
functional nature of the IPC applied, the more intense the point source the taller, narrower,
and closer to true, the PSF is. Equivalently, the lower flux levels give rise to a shorter, fatter,
and more distorted PSF as seen in figure 5.8. The error introduced from IPC causes a decrease
in the peak brightness of the PSF on the order of 1.2 to 1.4%. Additionally, the difference in
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Figure 5.9: Difference between true PSF and the IPC coupled PSF for each intensity. This
shows that IPC causes the PSFs to have a lower peak but also contains regions where the
PSF is over-estimated. IPC causes energy to shift away from local maxima and towards local
minima.

Table 5.3: A table illustrating the widening of PSFs in the presence of IPC as the signal
generated by the star decreases as simulated for the JWST NIRCam long wavelength channel
through F405N.
PSF
WebbPSF[37]
Dim
Mid
Bright
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FWHM[pix]
2.080
2.186
2.180
2.169

FWHM [arcsec]
0.1352"
0.1421"
0.1417"
0.1410"
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PSF peak of a bright star relative to a dim star is on the order of 0.15% as can be seen in the
error cross section presented in figure 5.9.
However these PSFs do not tell the full story of IPC coupling. In a crowded field, when
the post diffraction flux map of a scene results in overlap between sources, the IPC coupling
experienced will be different than of a point source in isolation. The simple case considered
here is a system composed of two point sources separated by some distance. In trends, IPC
pulls collected signal away from local maxima and into local minima. When point sources are
near each other, the signal generated from each star couples differently towards the neighboring
star compared to away from it.

5.4

Photometry and Astrometry using DAOphot

With established PSFs and a method to simulate IPC on a given frame, we can now examine
how, and to what extent IPC will impact particular measurements. Here we will look at
the impact that a signal dependent IPC can have on measurements of flux and separation
estimates for a binary star. PSF fitting will be performed by using established star best fitting
techniques. The python implementation of IRAF star-finder[39] and DAO photometry[40]
developed in the PhotUtils library[41] are used. These algorithms take in the arguments of
an image frame for processing and a series of frames containing a super-sampled PSF. The
output is a best-fit location and integrated magnitude of each star.
In the frames, the separation between the stars is varied from 2.0 pixels to 5.0 pixels, with
an additional sample with separation of 20.0 pixels. One star was given a brightness level
called ’bright’, ’mid’ or ’dim’ corresponding to the definitions given earlier. The second star
was given a brightness as a fraction of the first star ranging from equal intensity to 2−3 the
intensity in powers of two. The first star’s location was initially set ranging from centered on
the pixel to directly on the edge in 0.25 pixel intervals in both x and y, giving 16 starting
configurations per star pair. Additionally both a noise present and noise absent case were
examined. The noise absent case was designed to show the the theoretical ideal and the
noise present case gives a realistic simulation of expected results. In order to evaluate the
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Figure 5.10: Error introduced in flux estimation of the brighter star in an asymmetric binary
system by IPC using DAOphot for fitting of the F405N WebbPSF to the IPC coupled data in
the ’bright’ star case.

effectiveness of the decouple, results were compared between the ’true’ frames, the ’coupled’
frames, and the ’decoupled’ frames. An emblematic subset of these results is presented in
figures 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12.
It can be seen from analysis of these frames that if ignored, an IPC on the order of 1%
to nearest neighbor can cause an error in accuracy of photometric estimates on the order of
a few percent as seen in figures 5.10 and 5.11 or worse when attempting to discern a dim
object from a bright neighbor. This is due to the way in which the PSF distorts in the
presence of IPC causing power that should be attributed to the brighter source, to instead
be attributed to the more dim source. Because there is a region of overlap between the two
stars, they no longer blur independently. The output from the sensor after IPC coupling
occurs is not the sum of two coupled PSFs; it is instead the coupling of the sum of two PSFs.
Because IPC coupling is not a commutative operation, this distinction results in a break down
of an assumption made by PSF fitting techniques. The image as a whole can no longer be
represented as a linear combination of stars with the same PSF. Flux incident from each star
is coupled more strongly towards the center of the binary than away from it. This results in
estimates of the center to center distances being inaccurate on the order of tens of millipixels
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Figure 5.11: Error introduced in flux estimation of the dimmer star in an asymmetric binary
system by IPC using DAOphot for fitting of the F405N WebbPSF to the IPC coupled data in
the ’bright’ star case.

Figure 5.12: Error introduced in separation estimation of an asymmetric binary system by IPC
using DAOphot for fitting of the F405N WebbPSF to the IPC coupled data in the ’bright’
star case.
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as seen in figure 5.12. If properly corrected for, the error in flux can be dropped to the level
of hundredths or thousandths of a percent and the error in separation, dropped to the level
micro-pixels. Further figures examining the full range of parameters explored are available at
https://github.com/Donlok/Photometry_Astrometry.
From equation 5.1.7 as informed by simulations[29] and previous observations[1], the greatest fractional coupling occurs when the signal difference between adjacent pixels is smallest.
In the case of confused point sources, this signal difference is larger on the exterior side than
on the interior side. This results in the interior side of the PSF of each star experiencing a
greater coupling than the exterior side, causing energy to appear pulled towards the center.
Additionally, a higher fractional coupling occurs as the signal strength in any single pixel
decreases. As a result, the PSF distortion is the most severe on confused systems where the
brightness of the star is the lowest. IPC’s most severe impact on astrometric and photometric
accuracy will occur when examining objects which are nearest to the sensitivity limit of the
imaging system.

5.5

Chapter Conclusions

Because the coupling coefficient varies as a function of signal and background levels, simple
filtering techniques cannot accurately remove the impact of IPC on images. As a result, a
more complicated image domain correction must be used. An iterative technique technique is
developed, presented, implemented and tested here as a candidate to solve this inverse problem.
The efficacy of this technique is evaluated on mock scenes, both scientifically inspired and
designed to test the range of the algorithm’s performance. This technique outperforms simple
filtering techniques in all except extremely high read noise applications. The impact that a
mock coupling coefficient could have on photometric and astrometric conclusions has been
evaluated. With a coupling coefficient as described by equation 5.1.7, the FWHM of point
sources is degraded, resulting in a lowering of the MTF of the system, and the introduction of
systematic errors when using PSF fitting techniques. Much of the work of this chapter has been
presented at the 2017 Scientific Detectors Workshop in Baltimore, Maryland. Additionally it
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has been published as an article in the peer reviewed journal, Publications of the Astronomical
Scoiety of the Pacific[42]. Additionally it was in part presented at the Image Sensors for
Precision Astronomy 2018 meeting at the California Institute of Technology in Pascedena,
California.
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Chapter 6

Validation
With these theoretical predictions, it is important to validate the techniques and conclusions
however possible. In particular the separation of confused point sources can be examined. By
taking two data sets, one from a CCD where IPC is not present, and one from a hybridized
array with IPC, the differences between the two can be established. For this purpose data
from the Hubble Space Telescope’s (HST’s) Advanced Camera for Surveys/Wide Field Camera
(ACS/WFC) are taken as the CCD data. It uses two 15µm pixel pitch CCDs sensitive from
350-1100nm with a plate scale of approximately 0.05”. These data are compared to images
from the European Southern Observatory’s (ESO’s) HAWK-I imaging from the ULT4 VLT at
the Paranal Observatory in Chile which uses 4 x H2RG 2.5 µm arrays with a plate scale of
approximately 0.106”. Images of common sections of the sky were selected and then scanned
for confused binary systems. The scenes selected were primarily globular clusters where the
density of sources varies across the scene. This allows for PSF extraction from the isolated
sources at the edge of the object and fitting to the confused sources nearer to the center.

6.1

Fitting Techniques

PSF fitting using a similar technique to that described in the previous section was used.
The most significant deviation from the prior technique is that here, scene extracted star
PSFs were used built by the PhotUtils[41] PSF utility. This technique examined set of bright
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obviously resolvable sources and combined them to build a default point spread. A particular frame examined was the object NGC1851 (Cladwell 73), a globular cluster located at
05h 14m 07s , −40◦ 020 4800 . Three types of frames are examined: An HST frame, taken as truth
values; A standard HAWK-I frame, taken as the coupled image; and a decoupled HAWK-I
frame which had been run through the deconvolution technique described in chapter 5 by
equation 5.1.5. Star pairs are identified using the method outlined below:
1. For initialization, the boundaries of the Hubble and HAWK-I frames are established
using geodesics in WCS coordinates so that star pairs will only be considered if they are
within the region of overlap between the two frames. Additionally first order estimates
for PSF FWHM are input to speed up the fitting process.
2. A coarse star-finder is run over the HAWK-I frame which returns a list of all detectable
point sources. The same star finder is run over a dark frame to identify hot pixels. Any
stars within a one pixel neighborhood of a hot pixel are removed from the star list.
3. A subset of the most clearly resolvable elements from the star list are compiled to build
a PSF model. This is done using the same the same input coarse star locations for the
coupled and decoupled HAWK-I frames.
4. The coarse star list is examined and separated into binary pairs by filtering for stars
that contained exactly one other star within a radius of 3.0 · F W HM . This is aided by


n·logn
query time. This step also uses
the use of cKDtrees to filter a list of stars in O loglogn
the mutual frame filtering to only return pairs that can be seen in both frames.
5. Each element in this list of pairs is then given a more precise fine location by fitting
instances of the PSF to a subarray cropped around the pair. This is performed for the
coarse binary locations of both the coupled and decoupled HAWK-I frames by using
their respective PSF objects.
6. A coarse star-finder is now run over the HST frame to return a list of all detectable point
sources. A subset of the most clearly resolvable are used to build the HST PSF model.
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An additional constraint for the building the PSF from the HST frame is that the pixel
level cannot be too high. As the pixel nears saturation, electrons in CCD arrays tend to
bloom along the column direction of the array giving distinctive vertical tails. To avoid
these, the peak intensity in the stars used for PSF reconstruction is limited to 80% of
the peak value of the frame.
7. The coarse locations of the HAWK-I binary stars are converted from HAWK-I pixel
space, into WCS space, and then into HST pixel space. The stars in this list are then
fit by PSF fitting techniques to obtain a more precise fine location.
8. All fine locations are then converted into WCS space and results are filtered by the
vector from star 1 to star 2 in each pair. If there is too great of an angular misalignment
between frames (±5◦ ), or too great of a disparity in location between frames for either
star in the pair (500 marcsec), the fit is considered a failure and that pair is culled from
all three lists.
9. After these automated failure flags, each image is rendered, displayed, and a request for
manual confirmation is made.

This technique relies on point spread fitting using the python PhotUtils implementation [41]
of DAOphot [40] to estimate the angular separation between the two binaries. Theoretical
predictions indicate that in arrays with IPC present the separation between confused sources
will be underestimated [42] as a result of the signal dependence of IPC causing preferential
blurring towards the center of the binary compared to away.
A few sample images for the manual flagging are presented in figure 6.1 to illustrate its
necessity. All of the pairs were flagged as automated success.

6.1.1

On decoupling HAWK-I images

Decoupling the IPC from HAWK-I frames relies on accurate characterization of the form of
the coupling coefficient to perform an accurate correction. Broad domain single pixel reset
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(a) HAWK-I

(b) HST

Figure 6.1: Sample image frame output. All were automatically flagged as viable. 1, 3, and 4
are successful pairs. 2 flags an unresolvable triplet as a single star in the HAWK frame when
the triplet is dinstinct in the HST frame. Colored circles indicate the each star, the yellow bar
illustrates center to center distance reported above. Angle uses the vector of red to green star
measured West of North

data for the arrays in the HAWK-I focal plane does not exist. As a result, hot pixels were
examined to characterize IPC yielding the form presented in figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Estimate of α(S) using hot pixels as isolated single pixel events above a dark
background. The form is the same as has been historically observed in this type of detector.
Coupling peaks on the order of 2.00% tapering down to 1.75%. Vertical error bars indicate
98% confidence on the means. Horizontal error bars indicate ±1σ bounds on mean signal level
binning. Note the similarity of form again to the simulated data in the charge domain from
figure 3.2

This is expected to be an incomplete characterization of the coupling coefficient for the
HAWK-I array. It ignores background dependence and therefore it is unlikely to fully remove
the impact of IPC but is expected to partially correct.

6.1.2

A particular binary

Here we will examine a particular sample pair here to illustrate the technique. A binary
pair selected from within the full frames of NGC1851 presented in figure 6.3. These binaries
are clearly visible in figure 6.4. These stars are completely isolated in the HST frame and
significantly confused but clearly resolvable in the HAWK-I frame. Figure 6.5 illustrates that
we are not beyond the extraction limit from peak identification.
Performing the full PSF fitting technique outlined in section 6.1 yields the set of results
summarized in table 6.1 for this binary:
This illustrates that IPC causes an underestimate of the separation that is partially mitigated by correction using a partially characterized coupling coefficient. It is worth noting that
part of this precision comes from the underlying geometric distortions incident on the Hubble and HAWK arrays. Raw HST images are anticipated to have up to 7% geometric errors
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(a) MAST provided HST ACS WFC observa- (b) ESO provided HAWK-I 2.0-2.3 µm obsertion.
vation

Figure 6.3: NGC1851 (Cladwell 73). Located at 05h 14m 07s , −40◦ 020 48”. Red circle indicates
region of interest where the first binary is located.

(a) MAST provided HST ACS WFC (b) ESO provided HAWK-I 2.0-2.3
observation.
µm observation

Figure 6.4: Sample binary of interest.

(a) HST

(b) HAWK-I

Figure 6.5: Profile across first binary in pixel space. Little confusion in HST image but
significant region of overlap in HAWK-I image. Images have distinct pixel scales.
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Table 6.1: Summary of results for a single binary

Separation [pix]
Separation [marcsec]
Error [marcsec]
Error [%]

HST
9.265
463.251±0.583
—
—

HAWK-I, uncorrected
4.288
456.363±3.149
-6.888±3.203
-1.48%

HAWK-I, IPC corrected
4.320
459.823±3.149
-3.428±3.203
-0.74%

but these field distortions are corrected to less than 0.5 marcsecs by using the AstroDrizzle
preprocessing technique [43]. On the VL 8m telescope the field correction is a more difficult
problem as the IPC correction must be applied prior to any geometric correction. As a result
the raw uncorrected data were examined here. This raw frame includes an expected residual
error on the visual field on the order of 35 marcsec. However, this isn’t the error that we
care about for separation fitting. We need not be concerned with overall flatness of the field
but only local flatness over a small neighborhood of ∼ 25 pixels. Examining the residuals
presented in Libralto M., et al. [44] indicates that astrometric accuracy across the field varies
continuously with greater local change in residual error from distortions near the edge of the
frame. With a total astrometric error of ±250 marcsecs indicating an average per pixel change
in geometric accuracy on the order of 0.0625 marcsecs. These same residuals indicate that
the peak distortion can be seen to be approximately double this average; a maximum per pixel
change of 0.125 marcsecs. Extending that over the 25 pixel range, the maximum radius for
confusion of pointspreads presented in this work, a maximum expected impact on separation
of the geometric distortions on the order of 3.2 marcsecs. This is prior to any correction,
the possibility of using a relatively simple 5th order polynomial type correction [44] is being
explored but has not been applied to the data presented here.

6.1.3

Sets of binaries

In addition to the NGC1851 data, another object, an open cluster NGC3603 located at
11h 15m 23s , −61◦ 150 0000 was examined to increase the number of binaries. The PSFs established from this frame are presented in figure 6.6 and 6.7. These same data are also
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(a) Raw

(b) Decoupled

Figure 6.6: Constructred PSF from the NGC3603 frame for the HAWK-I array. Note the
higher peak for the decoupled PSF compared to the raw

Figure 6.7: Constructed PSF from the NGC3603 frame for the HST array

illustrated as PSF cross sections in figures 6.8 and 6.9. This illustrates that the deconvolution
impacts the measured PSFs in the anticipated way, by narrowing the FWHM and increasing
energy in the peak. The FHWM of the PSF from the NGC3603 frame is substantially larger
(∼ 11pixels ≈ 1.166arcsec) than from the NGC1851 frame (∼ 4pixels ≈ 0.424arcsec) due to
introduction of an adaptive optic system between collection of the two frames. The absence
of this adaptive optic system is helpful when attempting to find confused sources, as a greater
angular separation can give rise to the same degree of confusion. At the time of this writing,
NGC3603 has resulted in 74 binary stars being fit. These are characterized by the difference
in measurement of angular separation between HAWK-I and HST.
Figure 6.10 illustrates a systematic decrease in separation error as a result of deconvolution
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(a) Raw

(b) Decoupled

Figure 6.8: Constructed PSF cross section from the NGC3603 frame for the HAWK-I array.
Note the higher peak for the decoupled PSF compared to the raw. Y-axis in units of fractional
energy in pixel. X-axis in units of pixels

Figure 6.9: Constructed PSF cross section from the NGC3603 frame for the HST array. Y-axis
in units of fractional energy in pixel. X-axis in units of pixels

of up to 8 marcsec with an average restoration on the order of 3.63 marcsec. This lack of
complete correction is likely due to the lack of complete characterization of the coupling
coefficient. More importantly, this figure shows that IPC will introduce a systematic error in
astrometry on the order of tens of marcsec. The greatest error occurs when the confusion is
greatest and drops to zero when the sources are no longer confused. The data presented here
are akin to those simulated in figure 5.12 in Chapter 5 but do not have a clearly specified
relationship between the relative intensities of the two sources or an absolutely defined peak
intensity. That is to say that these data are sampled from different curves in both absolute
and relative brightness. The tapering behavior with small separations is not observable in
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Figure 6.10: Error in separation from binary stars as a function of separation distance for
corrected and uncorrected images of NGC3603. 74 stars are examined here. The corrected
data systematically increases the separation returned from PSF fitting. In 72 of 74 cases,
this resulted in a decrease in error relative to the uncorrected fit. In the two excepting cases
the deconvolution pushed the estimate of separation from a small underestimate to a small
overestimate. Blue vertical lines indicate an approximate zone of confusion for the HAWK-I
dataset as the 1 to 2 FWHM separation range.
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these data as no resolvable sources were sufficiently close together. However, the dropoff in
separation error as confusion of the sources decreases is clear; separation trends to nearly no
astrometric error when the sources are distinct.

6.2

Chapter Conclusions

Additional work must be done to further validate the particulars of both the impact of IPC
on scientific conclusions as well as on the particular circumstances where this impact must be
considered. That being said, the results from the simulations and from the scientific data are
in agreement; IPC appears to diminish the separation between confused sources. By taking
the HST’s CCD frames as a fiducial a direct comparison to the hybridized arrays of HAWK-I’s
of measurements using different modalities can be compared. The techniques described in this
chapter must be furthered both through increased sample numbers, to drive up confidence in
the results, and through exploration of new scientific cases. In the absence of correction, IPC
coupling systematically pulls the sources closer together. In the absence of a full signal and
background based characterization of the coupling coefficient, correction does not fully restore
astrometric accuracy. A portion of the work presented in this chapter has been presented at
SPIE’s Astronomical Telescopes + Instrumentation 2018 in Austin, Texas and can be found
in its accompanying conference proceedings[31]. Additionally it was in part presented at the
Image Sensors for Precision Astronomy 2018 meeting at the California Institute of Technology
in Pascedena, California.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions
7.1

Summary

It has been demonstrated in this work that the coupling coefficient resulting from IPC is scene
dependent for hybridized imaging arrays. Numerical techniques to elucidate the nature and
implications of this non-linearity have been established[29]. First principle simulations which
give insight into the physical mechanisms of this non-linearity were performed[29]. Characterization techniques using existing dark datasets were devised, evaluated on hypothetical
data, and tested on actual data illustrating this non-linearity[25]. An additional characterization technique for single pixel reset (SPR) data was established and evaluated on hypothetical
data[31]. An application driven iterative correction algorithm was designed, implemented, and
evaluated on theoretical data sets illustrating a combination of mathematical completeness,
noise tolerance, and speedy GPU based parallel implementation[42]. This correction mechanism was compared to proposed correction mechanisms from the past[42]. The impact of this
correction mechanism on theoretical data sets was examined paying careful attention on the
systematic implications for photometric and astrometric conclusions[42]. This was compared
to the conclusions drawn from the same theoretical data sets with no correction applied[42].
The impact of this correction mechanism was evaluated on existing datasets by comparing
data collected from HST’s ACS/WFC CCD array and ESO’s HAWK-I HgCdTe H2RG array
using only hot pixel characterization[31]. This was compared to the conclusions drawn from
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the same data set with no correction applied[31]. The correction algorithm helped to push the
conclusions towards their fiducial markers but, in the absence of a full SPR characterization,
only partially mitigated the impact of IPC on scientific conclusions.
Validation of predictions against empirical data is the foundation of the scientific method.
By simulating the expected impact on confused binaries and then comparing this to measured
results, the principles underlying the simulations are validated. Additionally, the particular
impact of IPC on precision measurements can be examined. IPC is a small effect; in most
circumstances it will not have a significant impact on measurements. However, in the age of
sub-pixel precision astronomy, the impact of IPC on scientific conclusions can be significant.
IPC is not an effect that must be considered in all circumstances but when attempting to
make high precision measurements, the possible introduction of any systematic errors must be
addressed.
It was the aim of this work and the research contained herein to tell a cohesive story of IPC.
Through examination of base physics, the mechanics of the coupling can be made clear. An
understanding of these mechanics direct future design work in order to minimize this type of
cross talk through physical mitigation of the effect. These base physics simulations also serve
to shore up the theoretical grounding for a non-linear IPC; the non-linearity is not the result
of new semi-conductor physics, it is the natural conclusion predicted by the established first
principles governing semi-conductors and electrostatics. With the underlying physics guiding,
candidates to measure this non-linearity could be examined with the intention of corroborating or dismissing the results of the simulations. Hot pixels in dark frames were examined
towards this end and they exhibited the same non-linearity as predicted by the simulations.
The predictions from first principles were then validated and the impact of this non-linearity
could be seriously considered. By taking a signal processing perspective, the failings of a static
convolution and deconvolution techniques as methods to describe and correct for IPC were
obvious. Non-linearity of the coupling coefficient invalidates assumptions on which Fourier
domain filter-based deconvolution techniques hinged. Instead describing IPC in the image
domain as a discrete exchange of signal laid the mathematical framework for solving this par88
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ticular inverse problem. Though the framework was not exactly invertible, it presented itself
as a candidate for solution through successive approximation. However, this transition from
the Fourier domain into the image domain came at the sacrifice of computational efficiency
and as such the correction could not be implemented casually. In order to work on realistically
sized arrays in a reasonable amount of time, a multi-thread, GPU parallelized implementation
was needed. In-order to verify that the implementation worked as intended, a test system that
could apply IPC to simulated images needed to be developed. Once the implementation was
performing as expected, the test system could be used to generate likenesses of scientifically
interesting scenes. Examining these scenes gave the first opportunity to predict the impact of
IPC coupling on scientific conclusions. From here, actual data from telescopes collected using
hybridized HgCdTe arrays could be examined. By finding scenes similar to the simulated
scenes, both the efficacy of the correction technique, and the impact of IPC on scientific conclusions could be be validated. However, existing data only allowed for partial characterization
of the coupling coefficient by using hot pixels. Without an incomplete characterization, only
an incomplete correction could be performed. Therefore a method to provide more complete
characterization of the coupling coefficient by extending the SPR characterization method was
developed.
This work has transitioned treatment of IPC coupling from a static scalar convolution based
blurring into a non-linear crosstalk and attempted to examine many of the ramifications of that
transition, from complications in modeling the effect on images, to difficulties in correcting
the effect from images, through to characterization and impact on scientific conclusions.

7.2

Future work

In the scope of this work knowledge of the nature of IPC has been expanded and previous suppositions have been verified. This increased information has invalidated assumptions
underlying naive filtering deconvolution techniques and exposed their unsuitability for this
problem. An alternative has been proposed and tested. This paves the way for future work to
be done tweaking and further testing this novel deblurring technique.
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This technique has not been tested for the full SPR based characterization of the coupling
coefficient. Collection of SPR data will give a more complete illustration of the coupling
coefficient which can then allow for more accurate correction. As pixel sizes drive down for
future devices, transitioning from the 18µm pixel pitch of the sensors flying on the JWST to
the 10µm pixel pitch of the sensors flying on WFIRST[11][12], IPC correction will become
mandatory to increase the accuracy and precision of scientific conclusions. Applications that
must consider the implications of IPC include astrometry and photometry of crowded fields,
shape extraction for applications such as weak lensing, or sharp intensity peaks/troughs for
radial velocity measurements.
As scientists seek to increase spatial resolution and draw more accurate scientific conclusions with fewer photons per pixel IPC will continue to become a more significant contributor
to errors.
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